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Rodrigues.COMPUTERISED DYNAMIC CONTROL OF AN AC DYNAMOMETER
1. Introduction
The features of torque and speed are fundamental to the operation of
electrical machines, in both their modes of operation i.e.as both motors and
generators. A motor supplied with electrical energy produces a motoring torque to
drive a load. A generator, when driven by a prime mover at a constant speed,
converts the mechanical input energy into electrical energy. The testing of these
machines, to evaluate their performance requires the use of a device that can
implement these 2 functions. i. e.
1) When testing a motor, the device exerts a load torque, in the opposite
direction to the motoring torque produced by the motor under test.
2) When testing a generator, the device acts as the prime mover, and spins the
rotor against the electrical torque produced by the generator under test.
The device that provides both these features is called a dynamometer. Before
the advent of power electronics, the dc machine was widely used as a dynamometer
since its mechanical characteristics (speed and torque) could be easily controlled by
relatively simple, passive devices such as adjustable resistors. The dc dynamometers,
however, suffered from the disadvantages of the high cost of the dc machine, its
large size and weight, and the need for frequent maintenance of the machine's
commutator and brush arrangement.
Although the induction machine is cheaper and more robust than the dc
machine, it could not be used by itself as a dynamometer, since the control of its
speed required cumbersome methods such as pole-changing, injection of a slip-
frequency emf into the rotor circuit etc. Its operation as an induction generator
produces only a small stable region of operation. However the introduction of ac
adjustable speed drives(combination of a power electronic converter driving an
induction machine) provided a means to circumvent all the problems listed above. It
allows the speed and torque to be controlled over a wide range with considerable2
accuracy, thereby making the induction machine ac dynamometer, a very attractive
alternative to the dc dynamometer. Besides the obvious advantages of cost, size and
weight, the ac dynamometer also has the advantage of being able to support
regenerative braking, which allows it to return almost all the power used during the
test, back to the utility supply.
The overall system thus provides performance that is comparable to dc
machines, without the attendant problems of maintenance, cost, weight etc. This has
prompted a large proportion of the electrical machine testing establishments, to
switch over from dc dynamometers to the use of ac dynamometers, as their primary
testing equipment.
The Motor Systems Resource Facility (MSRF) at Oregon State University, is
an independent test laboratory, that serves as a regional resource, for conducting
research and tests on fixed speed electrical machines, adjustable speed drives and
variable speed generators. In keeping with its goal of being a state-of-the-art
electrical machine testingfacility,the MSRF uses a vectorcontrolledac
dynamometer, as the central unit, to conduct a variety of tests on electrical machines.
The use of the ac dynamometer, affords the MSRF a number of unique and
distinguishing features. Some of these features include:
1) The ability to conduct tests on both motors and generators. The
dynamometer works in 4 quadrants and meets the IEEE 519-1992
guidelines with respect to Total Demand Distortion (TDD) of current at
rated condition.
2) A range of speed from 0 to 4000 r/min, with the capability of bi-
directional rotation.
3) A comparatively low power consumption while performing tests since the
regenerative facility of the drive, permits almost all the power drawn
from the electric utility grid, to be returned back to it (with the exception
of the friction, windage, iron and copper losses in the machines being
tested, and the semiconductor losses in the dynamometer- a total of
approximately 16 %) Fig 1.1 shows a block diagram of the power flow
for a test conducted on a motor.3
4) The potential to programmatically alter the behaviour of the drive at run
time, via the control computer, thus enabling it to behave in a dynamic
manner,inaddition toitssteady-state torque and speed output
capabilities.
Utility Supply
Induction Motor
Converter
% Efficiency
= 95 %
Dynamometer
% Efficiency % Efficiency
= 91.8 = 96.5
(typical for (actual for
100 hp) dyno
machine)
Overall Efficiency
of the test process
= 84 %
Fig 1.1 Power Flow Diagram
The MSRF presently uses the ac dynamometer to conduct a variety of steady
state tests on motors and generators, with ratings of up to 300hp (225 kW). A 300 hp
induction motor and the accompanying power electronic converter together
constitute the ac dynamometer. The reference commands of speed and torque are
transmitted to the drive via an RS-232C optical serial link from the control computer.4
The present system only has the ability to test electrical machines in the
steady -state. In order to upgrade its testing capabilities, the need was felt to endow it
with the capability of dynamic operation, giving it added flexibility and versatility.
The system lends itself rather readily to its conversion to dynamic operation,
because of its features of being a vector-controlled drive, that can accept commands
from an external computer. The induction motor by itself is notoriously difficult to
control. The implementation of the theory of vector control, allows the speed and
torque of the induction motor to be easily manipulated, and the computer is used to
give it the added capability of dynamic operation.
By writing a new "Windows-based", controlling program in the "C" and
assembly programming languages, the existing control interface was converted to
one that could support programmable dynamic operation.
Some of the capabilities that the resulting system has acquired, include the
ability to execute dynamic profiles of torque and speed, that include
1) A steady-state mode.
2) A ramp function.
3) A sine wave added to a constant offset.
4) A general polynomial function, up to the 20th order.
5) A general purpose mode, which allows the user to plot and specify an
atypical profile that does not fall into any of the above categories.
The added capability of dynamic operation, acquired by the ac dynamometer
will allow the MSRF to expandits testing program from the current steady state
tests that it conducts, to include the flexible testing of electrical machines (such as
the simulation of a pump load, where the load torque is not a constant, but varies as a
square function of the speed.)
In addition, it permits the study and laboratory simulation of dynamic effects
like the Sub Synchronous Resonance (SSR) phenomenon observed in turbine-
generator sets attached to the power grid, the effect of "tower shadow" on wind5
power generation, time-varying load profiles, testing of machines under real world
operating situations etc.
The SSR phenomenon is observed in large interconnected power systems. It
causes a large amount of energy to move from one end of the power grid, to the other
at a very low frequency (2 Hz or thereabouts). These slow pulsations of energy,
cause a fluctuation in the energy demanded by the system from the turbine-generator
sets attached to them. This causes a resultant acceleration and torsional force on the
turbine shaft, which may be sufficient to cause it to break. The dynamometer can be
made to mimic these effects, by operating it, in its speed mode, while executing a
sine profile at a low frequency.
The effect of "tower- shadow" on wind power generation causes the torque
generated by the wind-mill to pulsate cyclically. As each blade moves behind the
tower, the flow of air onto that particular blade, is reduced to a very low value, by
the tower structure in front of it. As the blade continues to rotate, it comes out of the
region of low wind speed, and the torque increases again. To study the effect of this
phenomenon on wind generators, the dynamometer can be programmed to follow an
atypical profile, which very closely approximates the periodic change in the torque
experienced by the wind-generator.
The versatility of the dynamometer also makes it useful in fields other than
electrical machines. An example of this is the use of the machine to conduct
accelerationtestson accelerometer chipsthatare mounted on theshaft.6
2. Dynamometer System
In keeping with its goal of being a state-of-the-art motor testing facility, the
MSRF uses a computer controlled ac dynamometer as the central unit for testing
motors and generators. A 300 hp induction motor, a bi-directional, 4 quadrant power
electronic converter and a control computer,together comprise the ac dynamometer
system used in the laboratory.
The dynamometer may be run as a motor or a generator, depending upon the
electrical machine being tested. When performing tests on motors, theac
dynamometer is programmed to act as a generator, and provide a specified load
torque, whatever the speed of the motor being tested. When testing variable speed
generators, the ac dynamometer is run in its motoring mode, in which it rotates at a
given programmed speed, independent of the electrical torque acting against it.
The direction of rotation can be altered if required, and the speed can be
varied over a wide range, from 0 to 4000 r/min, corresponding to a converter
fundamental frequency of approximately 140 Hz.
2.1 Induction Machine
The dynamometer is a 300 hp, inverter grade, induction machine made by
Marathon Electric Inc. It has been balanced so that it is capable of speeds up to 4000
r/min, when used as an adjustable speed drive. A 1024 ppr (pulses per revolution)
encoder mounted on the shaft of the motor, provides the speed signal, for use by the
converter to implement the vector control of the machine. It is also used to send the
value of the present speed of the motor, to the display on the control computer.
During adjustable speed operation the dynamometer may be used to provide large
load torques at low speeds. Consequently the cooling action of the fan mounted on
the shaft, requires augmentation by a separately powered cooling fan mounted on the
dynamometer. Table 2.1 lists the nameplate data for the dynamometer machine.
Figure 2.1 shows the dynamometer mounted on the test bed in the motor test centre.7
Table 2.1 Dynamometer motor nameplate data
Model No. 1K 447THDN4038AA W
Frame 447T
Volts 460 Vac
Amps 332 A
HP 300
Frequency (hz) 60
Poles 4
Rpm 1780
NEMA Nominal Efficiency 95.8 %
Nominal Power Factor 0.88
Design B
Enclosure DPFV
Duty Continuous
Maximum ambient temperature 40 °C
Maximum Safe speed 3600 r/min
Insulation Class H
2.2 Power Electronic Converter
The power electronic converter used in the MSRF dynamometer system, is a
modified version of a unit that is used primarily in wind generation applications. It is
a fully regenerative, bi-directional (4 quadrant) converter, which allows all the power
used during the testing process to be reclaimed and returned to the utility grid.(
except for friction, windage, iron and copper losses in the machines being tested, and
semiconductor losses in the converter.) The converter uses Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistors(IGBT) as the switching devices, operating at a nominal switching
frequency of 6 kHz. The switching scheme used is a current regulated, pulse width
modulation scheme. The dc link voltage is maintained at 750 Vdc, by a Proportional
Integral (PI) controller. The motor interface, and the utility interface of the converter
are of the 3 phase, bi-directional, voltage-fed current controlled bridge converter
type. Figure 2.2 is a picture of the Kenetech converter, which together with the
induction machine, constitutes the ac dynamometer.CC9
The drive limits the output motor current to a value of 350 A. The drive can
operate at constant torque from 0 to 1800 r/min, and at constant power at speeds
above that.(Fig 2.3) This is the maximum outputthe actual output will depend
upon the requirements.
1800
Fig 2.3 Operational envelope of the drive
4000
r/min
The control algorithm used to control the motor, is a rotor flux linkage
oriented, indirect vector control scheme. The speed signal for this is obtained from a
tachometer. (1024 PPR bi-directional, optical pulse generator with differential line
driver output.) The use of the indirect vector control algorithm, allows the speed and
torque of the induction machine to be controlled independently.
The reference commands for the torque and the speed, are relayed to the
drive control unit, via a fibre optic cable from the control computer. This is to ensure
that the bytes that are being transmitted are immune to the large amount of electrical
noise present in the laboratory surroundings, particularly adjacent to the converter.10
The transmission of the reference commands to the drive, is effected using the RS-
232C serial communication protocol. The baud rate used is 38400 baud. The speed
of transmission is an important factor, which determines the accuracy, with which
the converter will implement a desired profile, and this will be explored in detail in a
subsequent chapter. A Pentium II 266 Mhz based computer is used to run the control
software.
2.3 Control Program
Since the dynamometer is a high performance computer controlled drive, it
does not have the usual provisions on its front panel, for the manual entry of the
parameters required for its operation. Instead, it obtains the mode commands for the
drive, as well as the reference value of torque or speed from the control computer.
In order to preserve the integrity of the bytes that are being passed, to and fro,
from the computer, a rather involved encoding scheme has been implemented. Any
information that is received by the drive control processor,is decoded using a pre-
programmed decoding scheme. This implies that that any data that is passed to the
converter, must of necessity be in an encoded form, for the converter to be able to
correctly interpret the information.
In the simplest case, the system makes use of a simple DOS-based
communication program, which accepts the specified values of Torque or Speed
from the user. The message bytes are then encoded, and additional header and footer
bytes are appended to the message, in a process called byte stuffing. The computer
establishes communication with the drive through the local serial port of the
computer, and sends the message to the converter.
The converter acts on the command, and directs the machine to the desired
state. Once the state has been achieved, the converter maintains the motor in that
state, without requiring further intervention from the user. To switch to a different
state, the user must enter another value via the user interfaceMode
Command
(torque/speed)
Value
Control
Computer
Commands
Serial Link
Status info.
460 V,60 Hz
3 Phase
AC Supply
Power
Electronic
Converter
Induction
Machine
Fig 2.4 Top Level Diagram of the Communication Process
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Machine to
be tested
.The entire process essentially forms an open loop control system. A
simplified diagram of the process is shown in figure 2.4
In addition to accepting data and commands from the control computer, the
converter also sends back information about the current status of the dynamometer,
such as the current value of speed or torque, real and reactive power being
consumed. It also sends back any warning messages generated by the occurrence of
abnormal conditions, such as an over-speeding error or a malfunction in the drive
unit.12
3. Analysis and Program Development
The use of the computer to control the dynamometer, allows the process of
sending the appropriate values to the converter to be automated, by writing a
program. This automation of the communication process is central to the conversion
of the existing static system to one that can support dynamic operation. The use of
the computer also permits very accurate timing of the process, which improves the
accuracy with which the dynamometer can follow a given torque or speed profile.
The computer also handles the encoding of the information, and its transmission
using the RS-232C serial communication protocol.
The operating system used is the "Windows 95" operating system. The chief
factor in its selection over the DOS operating system, is that it supports panels and
windows, without too much difficulty. These features were deemed necessary for the
project, in order to ensure that the user interface was made as userfriendly as
possible.
The program that controls the operation, was written in the 'C' language,
bearing the following points in mind.
1) The 'C' language can be used to control a user interface.
2)It offers very powerful and succinct coding constructs.
3)It allows free access to most of the computer hardware, via low level
library function calls, thus obviating the need to write a lot of low level
assembly language routines
Inspite of the great flexibility offered by the 'C' language, its use under the
`Windows' environment, is restricted by the operating system to moderately low
level function calls.Any attempt to use the C language to access Ring-0 level
(highest priority) hardware is blocked by the VxD's (virtual device drivers)that are
loaded by the operating system.
The presence of an accurate time base is critical to the success of the project.
The BIOS is accessed via an assembly language subroutine, in order to extract a13
timing signal (18.2 ticks/sec) from the 8253 PIT (Programmable Interval Timer)
within the computer.
3.1 Software Control System
The software that controls the converter, is made up of several layers, that are
designed to work transparently, and concurrently. Figure 3.1 shows a high-level
block diagram of the program components that make up the software control system
for the ac dynamometer.
3.1.1 User's Interface:
The user's interface is the topmost layer, and the one that is directly visible to
the user.It consists of windows with display panels to present the relevant
information to the user. It also has command buttons and menus that are used to
select various options, depending upon the program that is currently in use.
Numerical fields are provided to input the required data. It also supports advanced
constructs such as strip charts and interactive graphs.
3.1.2 User's Interface Control Program:
The user's interface is controlled by a program called the user's-interface
control routine. The function of this program is to monitor the user's interface,
accept inputs, and display outputs. For example, depressing the left mouse button,
while holding the pointer over a command button, would trigger the control program.
The control program would sense this, and call the relevant callback function
associated with the control. This function might then be coded to performsome
action, such as incrementing a value on the display panel.14
3.1.3 Analysis and Control Programs:
The analysis programs perform the task of extracting the relevant data from
the user interface, and performing the required computations on it, to manipulate it
into a form that is suitable for further processing.
User Interface
Program to control the
User Interface
V
Analysis and Control
Programs
V
Timing and Encoding
Timer
&
Present Status Routine
A
Serial Communication
Routines
.4"---'....
.7.
Serial port
connection to
the Converter
Fig 3.1 Block Diagram of the software control system15
An example of this would be the corresponding control program used in the
polynomial program. This user interface collects the pairs of X-Y data values entered
by the user. The control program uses these values, to generate an 'H' matrix. This
`H' matrix is used by a C library function call, to perform a polynomial fit on the
data. The function returns the coefficients of the polynomial, that most closely
approximates the given data. The coefficients that are generated, form the control
law that is used at the next lowest program level to generate the data to be sent out to
the converter.
3.1.4 Timing and Encoding:
The control law, that is generated by the analysis section of the program, is a
certain function of time (sine wave, ramp, or polynomial etc as the case might be.)
At periodic intervals, the present time is obtained from the system clock. This value
of time is then used in the evaluation of the value of the control function. The
resultant number, is the value that is to be sent out to the converter.
It is prepared for transmission to the converter, by a function that appends the
necessary information at the start and end of the message. This process of appending
the appropriate header and footer codes to the message is called 'byte stuffing'.
3.1.5 Serial Communication Routines:
Once the 'byte-stuffing' has been accomplished, the value is ready for
transmission. It is passed to another function, that handles the actual sending of the
information. The string of bytes is loaded into a serial buffer, the appropriate bits in
the control word of the serial port are set, and the individual bitsare shifted out
serially, under internal interrupt control.
Because the process of sending the data out, is very time consuming,even
with a fast computer, it is very likely that the computer will be unable toprocess any16
other events that take place during this time. For example, the mouse pointer does
not move, nor can it select any object, until the computer finishes executing the
routine. In order to circumvent this problem, all the functions that require a lot of
processing time, have a special system function called ProcessSystemEvents()
embedded within them. This function forces the computer to process any pending
system events, such as a mouse click and then resume execution where it left off.
3.1.6 Timer and Present Status Routines:
During the intervals that the serial port is not being utilised by the primary
routine, to send the torque or speed parameters out, it can be utilised by another sub
program, working simultaneously on another thread, that sends a special parameter
to the converter. On receipt of this parameter, the converter sends back a byte stuffed
message, that contains information about the present status of the converter.
This includes data on the present mode of the machine, its present speed or
torque(as appropriate), the real and reactive power flows in the converter etc. It also
includes any warning messages generated. This information is decoded and
displayed on the user interface. The timer is used to pre-set the interval at which this
thread is called.
3.2 Steady State Operation
Figure 3.2 shows the sequence of operations necessary to energise the drive
and operate it in the steady state mode. In order to place the converter in the steady
state mode, which is the simplest configuration, it is necessary to send 2 parameters
to it.Start
Send mode command.
Speed(OxOB)
Torque(0x09)
WAIT !!
Reference value = Reference value * multiplier
Multiplier for speed :10*(2*pi/60)
Multiplier for Torque: 10
Send reference value
(Shutdown(0x03)
Yes
17
Get new reference
value from USER
Fig 3.2 Operating the converter in the Steady State Mode18
3.2.1 Mode Command
The first parameter specifies the mode in which it is required to operate i.e.
either the torque or speed mode. To place the converter into its torque mode, the
parameter 0x09 is sent. To place the drive in its speed mode, a value of OxOB is sent
to it.
Upon receiving this command, the drive executes a pre-programmed series of
internal start-up instructions, which results in the converter entering the desired
mode. While the drive is powering up to the operational state of readiness, it does not
acknowledge any other command that is sent to it, during that time period.
Upon completion of these instructions, the drive is in the idle state, and is
now waiting for a reference value to be sent to it.
3.2.2 Reference Value
The value to be sent to the converter, must be in a certain format, for the
converter to recognise it. All the values to be sent must be in 2's complement integer
format. In order to be able to specify a digit after the decimal point, the value must
always be multiplied by 10 before being sent out. (The internal decoding program of
the converter, automatically divides the number that it gets, to find the fractional part
of the number.)
In addition, when specifying a reference value for speed, care must be taken
to ensure that the speed is specified in units of rad/s. Therefore, a speed value in
2* TC
r/min must be multiplied by the factor of
60
to be converted into a value in rad/s.19
An example of the procedure to be followed is given below, to help clarify
the idea.To send the reference value for speed of for example 3000.5 r/min to the
converter, the following steps are required.
1) Put the converter in the 'speed mode' by sending a mode command with a
value of OxOB. (The actual syntax of the command will be described
later.)
2) Convert the value of 3000.5 rpm to a corresponding value in rad/s
* ir
Value = 3000.5 *
2
60
= 314.21 rad/s
3) Multiply by the value by 10 to get 3142.1
4) Truncate this number to get the final reference value that is ready for
transmission to the converter. i.e. 3142
Upon sending this value to the converter, it will cause the machine to
accelerate in a linear manner (with time), and attain the commanded speed (or torque
as the case might be.) Upon attaining this value, the drive continues to hold the
dynamometer in this state, until told to do otherwise by the operator or the program.
In order to reset the drive into an idle state, it is necessary to send the
parameter 0x03 to the drive. The drive can be taken off-line by sending the command
OxAO to it.
3.3 Dynamic Operation:
The converter is made to operate in a dynamic mode by sending ita series of
values under program control, without any intervention from the user. Figure 3.3
shows the essential elements of dynamic operation.Start
Send mode command.
Speed(OxOB)
Torque(0x09)
WAIT !!
Reference value = Reference value * multiplier
Multiplier for speed :10*(2*pi/60)
Multiplier for Torque: 10
Send reference value
Shutdown(0x03)
Yes
20
Compute anew
reference value from
the CONTROL LAW
Fig 3.3 Dynamic operation of the ac dynamometer21
A comparison of figures 3.3 and 3.2, will show that the essential difference
between the steady state mode and the dynamic mode, is that the reference value to
be sent to the converter is computed by the computer by evaluating a control law,
rather than asking the user for the value. The same effect would be achieved if the
user could perform the required calculations very quickly, and continually input the
required values to the converter. In essence, the computer is performing the work of
a user, but with a great deal more speed, flexibility and computing power.
The profile to be executed by the dynamometer, is generated by evaluating a
control law at periodic intervals of time, and determining the value that is to be sent
out to the dynamometer. The profile may be either a speed profile or a torque profile,
depending upon the mode that the converter is placed in (.i.e. speed mode / torque
mode).
The parameters that are used to construct the control law, are entered by the
user, through the user interface. This is done before the drive can be energised. The
various control laws that can be programmed by the user are described in the
following sections.22
3.3.1 Sine wave on a constant offset.
This control law is used to generate a sine profile varying about a constant
offset. Figure 3.4 is an example of a profile generated using this law.
Fig 3.4 Profile of a sine wave on a constant offset
The individual points that make up the profile, are generated by evaluating
the following control law.
p(t) = q(t) + A * Sin(2 it f t)
The parameters q, A and f are obtained from the user.
q(t): Constant offset
A: Amplitude of the sine wave
f: Frequency of the waveform
t: The present instant of time, found from the system timer.23
3.3.2 Ramp function of time.
This control law is used to generate a ramp function of time.Figure 3.5 is an
example of a profile generated using this law.
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Fig 3.5 Profile generated using a ramp function gt) = 5 * t
The individual points that make up the profile, are generatedby evaluating
the following control law.
f(t) = A * t (while gt) < max value)
= max value (otherwise)
The parameters to be obtained from the user are.
A The slope of the ramp (units/s)
Max value The maximum value that it is allowed to reach.
The profile is seen to increase as a linear function of time, untilthe value
reaches the maximum value. At this stage, the ramp functionis no longer used to
calculate the required value, but a constant number equal tothe maximum value is
generated instead.24
3.3.3 Polynomial Function
This function is used, when the profile to be followed, is a polynomial functionof
time.(Fig 3.6) The profile in figure 3.6 is generated by a polynomialfunction f(t) = -
0.5t3 + 5*t2
The program provides the facility to evaluate a polynomial, with an orderthat
could be as high as 20.
f(t) = E a; xi
/4
(while f(t) < max value)
= max value(otherwise)
The parameters to be obtained from the user are:
n :order of the polynomial
ao, alan :coefficients of the polynomial
Max value: The maximum value that it isallowed to attain.
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Fig 3.6 Profile of a typical polynomial function25
In this case too, once the values obtained by evaluating the polynomial
exceed the maximum value specified, the control law is discarded, and a fixed
number (= maximum value) is output to the converter.
3.3.4 User defined "non-trignometric" profile
When the profile to be generated cannot be represented by any of the
methods listed above, one can take recourse in the method described in this section.
The user uses the mouse pointer and marks the significant points on a graph. The
program then uses these points and a user specified algorithm, to perform a
polynomial fit on the data points. Once the coefficients of the polynomial have been
found, the corresponding polynomial is used to approximate the atypical profile, in a
manner similar to that listed above, in section 3.3.326
4. User's Interface
This chapter is devoted to an in-depth explanation of the user's interface for
each of the profile generating programs. The user's interface serves as a convenient
tool to enter the relevant data for each of the programs.
4.1 User's Interface for the "Non- trignometric" profile program
The program that allows the user to specify a "non-trignometric" profile, for
the machine to follow, is arguably the most powerful of all the profile programs,
since it is the most general and flexible. The user's interface for it, is shown in figure
4.1, and it consists for the most part of a graph on which the points of the profile can
be selected, along with several other panels and command buttons, which are
described in the following sections. Some of the controls, like the graph, the
command buttons and a few of the numerical fields are interactive i.e. they can
display information, as well as accept input from the user. Some of the fields are
only used for the purpose of display.
The order of the description is based on the order that is to be followed, to
properly use the user's interface.
4.1.1 Number of Points
The first field that must be completed, is the number of points field. The
maximum number of points that can be specified is 20, with 1 being the minimum.
To enter the selection, use the 'enter' key, or use the left-mouse-button to click in a
region outside the field. Upon specifying the required number of points, the graph
panel, which was originally dimmed, becomes active. At the same time, the number
of points field is also dimmed, which prevents the user from going back and
inadvertently changing the selection, which would disrupt the process.User Specified Profile
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4.1.2 Graph Panel
The graph panel is used to specify the points of the profile. The x-axis
denotes time in seconds, and they-axis denotes the amplitude (Nm or r/min
depending upon the quantity to be selected later). The default range on the graph is
from 0 to 100 seconds along the X axis, and from 0 to 1000 units along the y-axis.
The display range can be changed at any time, by entering suitable values into the y-
axis display range, and x-axis display range fields to the right of the graph. Upon
entering a different range for the graph, the axes automatically re-scale themselves so
as to display uniform markings between the specified ranges.
The display range fields, may be used as a zoom tool, to specify a point with
the required amount of precision. For instance, to specify the point (12.34529950,
134.777864) it is necessary only to use the zoom facility, to zoom in on an
increasingly smaller and smaller section of the graph, until the point can be specified
with the desired accuracy. To return to the normal view, i.e. to the default ranges of
(x: 0-100) and (y: 0-1000), the on-screen restore button must be pressed.
The current position of the mouse on the graph is indicated by a pair of blue
crosshairs. It serves the function of specifying the points to be included in the profile.
The crosshairs may be moved by holding down the left-mouse-button, and dragging
the crosshairs to the desired location on the graph. As the crosshairs are moved, their
current position is displayed and automatically updated on the X-value and Y-value
display fields, below the graph. The field called point* indicates the number of
points that have been specified by the user.
After the crosshairs have been moved to the desired location on the graph, the
point is selected by clicking on the right-mouse-button. This has the result of
entering the X-axis and Y-axis co-ordinates of the point, into the X and Y fields, just
below the X-value and Y-value fields, along with the rest of the points that have
already been specified. If the number of points specified is too large for all of them
to fit into the space allotted, the earlier values scroll up to make room for the new
ones.29
Successive points selected on the graph are joined by straight red lines, which
indicate the general shape of the profile. It is imperative that the user enter (0,0) as
the first point.
If at any time during the process of specifying the profile points, it is found
necessary to start the entire process anew, this may be accomplished by pressing the
start again command button. This has the effect of clearing the graph of the specified
points, and replacing it with a fresh graph on which the entire process may be
resumed, right from the first step of specifying the number of points.
.Once all the points have been specified, an additional click on the right-
mouse-button is needed to activate the rest of the controls
4.1.3 Specifying a Polynomial Fit.
The "non-trignometric" profile program is based upon approximating the
specified profile, with a polynomial of a certain degree(restricted to a maximum
degree of 19). The choice of the degree of the polynomial to be used in conducting
the polynomial fit,is decided by the user, by entering the desired order in the order
field.
The algorithm to be used in performing the data fit, can be selected by the
selection switch, to choose between a polynomial fit and a least squares fit. If a least
squares fit is specified, it is also possible to specify the algorithm that is to be used in
the procedure. The user can use the ring control marked algorithm to choose from a
selection consisting of the following 5 algorithms.
1) SVD
2) Givens
3) Givens 2
4) Householder
5) Cholesky
It is frequently found that the polynomial fit will give consistently better results than
the generalised least squaresfit.(i.e.an overall closer approximation to the
specification)30
Upon pressing the calculate button, the computer performs a fit using the
selected order, the algorithm specified and the data points that have been specified
earlier, to generate a polynomial whose graph closely follows the user-specified
profile.The results of the fit are displayed in a different coloured trace, along with
the user - specified profile. The coefficient's of the polynomial that are generated as
a result of the calculation, are displayed in the coefficients field.
If in the user's judgement, the data points generated from the polynomial fit,
do not accurately follow the profile specified by the user, it is possible to go back
and change the order of the equation to a different value, and perform the same
procedure once more. The new data points are displayed in a different colour from
the previous sets of generated data points.
There is no limit to the number of times that the polynomial fit may be
performed. The number of the present polynomial fit being conducted, is displayed
in the fit # display field, just above the coefficients field. If the graph area gets too
cluttered, with all the data points generated by the fits, it may be cleared by pressing
the erase traces command button, which has the effect of clearing the screen of all
the traces, except the original data points.
4.1.4 Quit
To end the process at any time, the user can press the Quit button, which
causes the program to execute a controlled shutdown process.
4.1.5 Accept
Once a polynomial has been found, that approximates the user-specified
profile to the desired accuracy, it is accepted by pressing the accept command
button. This causes the most recently generated polynomial coefficients, (displayed
in the coefficients display field) to be stored for further processing.31
The "graph" user's-interface on the screen is now replaced by a "status"
interface. Program control is now passed to another level, which deals with the actual
process of executing the given profile on the induction machine, by sending the
relevant commands and reference values to the dynamometer.
4.1.6 Status Panel
The "status" user's - interface serves as a remote control panel, which
operates the drive and displays information such as the torque or speed and the real
and the reactive power consumed by the ac dynamometer. It is also used to display
status information sent back by the converter unit to the computer.
The status display panel will read "idle", if everything is in order and the
drive is ready to be operated. If there are any other warning messages, they should be
attended to by consulting the user's manual for the converter.
4.1.7 Speed or Torque mode
When the word 'idle' appears in the status display window, the process of
powering up the drive can begin. The first step in this process, is to specify the mode
that it is to operate in. i.e. speed mode or torque mode. This may be done using the
mode binary switch control on the user's interface, to select between speed and
torque. The utmost care and attention must be displayed at this stage, since if the
drive is inadvertently started in the wrong mode, there can be no going back, and the
only way to stop the converter and the induction machine is to press the Stop
command on the user's- interface, shutting down the drive.32
4.1.8 Start Button
When the start command button is depressed using the mouse, it starts the
process of powering up the drive and communicating the given mode (speed/torque
to it). The status display indicates that the drive has entered the desired mode(speed
or torque) by the words "speed" or "torque". It also activates the run command
button and maximum value numeric field, from their previously inactive (dimmed
states).
The coefficient control displays the coefficients, of the polynomial that is
used as the control law to generate the reference values to be sent to the converter.
The coefficients are the same as those decided upon earlier, from the graph panel
user' s-interface.
4.1.9 Maximum value
The maximum value field acts as a safety mechanism, and prevents the
program from sending any reference value greater than this, to the drive. For
example, if the drive is in the speed mode, and a value of 1000 is entered into the
maximum value field, the program will ensure that the reference value of speed sent
to the converter, will be limited to a maximum of 1000 rpm, regardless of the value
generated by the control law.
The value in the maximum value field represents the mathematical absolute
value specified. This implies that a value of 1000 rpm entered in the above example,
will restrict the converter to maintain itsspeed within the band of +1000
rpm(clockwise rotation) and 1000 rpm(anti-clockwise rotation). This ensures that if
the polynomial function, is such that it tends to cause the speed to increase beyond
this range, into a runaway region, it will be prevented from doing so, and the speed
will stay at a constant value of +/- 1000 rpm, as appropriate.33
4.1.10 Run command button
It is imperative that the user wait until thestatusdisplay reads "speed" or
"torque", before pressing theruncommand button.This is important because,
while the drive is performing its start-up routine, it ignores commands from the
computer. Pressing the run button at this stage, will cause the control program to
start sending out the reference values, which will be ignored by the converter, and
lost(because the converter unit does not incorporate an input buffer). This will result
in the converter not executing the desired profile accurately, if at all.
Once the user presses the run command button, the program starts to output a
succession of reference values to the converter, by evaluating the control law (-in
this case, the control law is the polynomial). The present time and sent value fields
display the information that is being continuously sent to the converter, by the
program.
4.1.11 Information sent back from the converter
The program is also capable of accepting information sent back from the
converter. It uses this information to update the speed, torque, power(kW) and
power (kVar) numeric fields, to reflect the current status of the ac dynamometer.
4.1.12 Stop Button
In order to stop the drive at any time, the stop command button is to be
pressed, which initiates a complete shutdown of the drive.
4.2 User's Interface for polynomial profile program.
Figure 4.2 shows the user's interface for the polynomial profile program. The
interface is similar to the "status" user's interface described in the previous section,tct1j
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(inconnectionwiththe"non-trignometric"profileprogram.).Fordetailed
information on it, kindly refer to the material contained in section 4.1.3 and onwards.
4.2.1 Status Window
After the status window displays the message "idle", the desired mode of
operation of the converter (speed/torque) is selected using the mode toggle switch.
4.2.2 Start Button
Upon pressing the start button, the converter executes its start-up sequence.
At the same time, it also deactivates the mode control, to prevent it from being
accidentally changed later on. In addition, it also activates the following controls: A0,
A1, numerical fields, the max value field, and the RUN command button.
4.2.3 Entering the values
After entering the desired values for the coefficients of the 6th order
polynomial (A0 ...A6), and the maximum permissible value(max value) of the
reference value to be sent to the converter, the process is almost completed. It is
necessary, only to wait for the status window to display "speed" (or "torque" as the
case might be), before the user can push the RUN command button. This begins the
process of sending the reference values, calculated according to the specified
polynomial control law, to the converter.
P(t)= ao + al .t +a2.t2 + a3 t3
t4+ a5 .t5 + a6 t6 while p(t) < max value;
= max value otherwise;36
The values that are being sent, and the current time can be seen in the time
and reference value numerical display fields.
4.2.4 Stop button
Press the STOP button when the process has been completed.
4.3 User's Interface for sine profile program.
Figure 4.3 shows the user's interface for the 'sine wave on an offset' profile
program. The interface is in many ways similar to the "status" user's interface
described in section 4.1(in connection with the "non-trignometric" profile
program.) and detailed information on it, can be found by referring to the material
contained in section 4.1.3 and onwards.
4.3.1 Status Window
After the status window displays the message "idle", the desired mode of
operation of the converter (speed/torque) is selected using the mode toggle switch.
4.3.2 Start Button
Upon pressing the start button, the converter executes its start-up sequence.
At the same time, it also deactivates the mode control, to prevent it from being
accidentally changed later on.S tatus
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4.3.3 Entering the parameters
Once the status window shows 'speed' (or 'torque' as the case might be), the
rest of the procedure may be performed as follows.The program is based on the
following control law.
p(t)= K + A* Sin(2*7t *f*t) while p(t) < max value;
= max value otherwise;
The parameters K, A and f are entered into the corresponding numerical fields : dc,
amplitude,and frequency.The new values are passed on to the program, by
performing a right click on the mouse-button in a region outside the numerical fields
specified above.
4.3.4 Stop command button
To stop the program, simply press the stop command button.
4.4 User's Interface for the ramp profile program.
Figure 4.4 shows the user's interface for the ramp profile program. The
interface is in many ways similar to the "status" user's interface described in section
4.1(in connection with the "non-trignometric" profile program.) and detailed
information on it, can be found by referring to the material contained in section
4.1.3 and onwards.
4.4.1 Status Window
After the status window displays the message "idle",the desired mode of operation of
the converter (speed/torque) is selected using the mode toggle switch.Speed Torque
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4.4.2 Start Button
Upon pressing the start button, the converter executes its start-up sequence.
At the same time, it also deactivates the mode control(to prevent it from being
accidentally changed later on), as well as activates the Max valueand Slope
numerical input controls.
By clicking on an empty space within the panel, with the left-mouse button,
the RUN command button is activated.
4.4.3 Run Button
Pressing the Run button, begins the process of sending the reference values to
the converter. The present time, and the reference values being sent, can be seen in
the time and Reference Value numerical fields. The reference values are calculated
from the following control law.
p(t)= slope * t (while p(t) < max value);
= max value (otherwise);
4.4.4 Stop Button
To stop the program, press the stop command button.41
4.5 User's Interface for the steady state program.
Figure 4.5 shows the user's interface for the steady state program.
4.5.1 Status Window
After the status window displays the message "idle", the desired mode of
operation of the converter (speed/torque) is selected using the mode toggle switch.
Upon making a selection, the switch control is deactivated.
4.5.2 Starting the drive
In order to initiate the start-up sequence of the drive, the user must enter a
value into both the max value and the reference value numerical fields. After
completion of the start-up sequence, the drive enters its operational mode, and attains
the commanded reference value.
To change the operating point to a different value, simply enter the new value
into the reference field.
4.5.3 Stop
Press the stop command button, to shut down the drivePower
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5. Test Results
A series of tests was carried out, to ensure that the system performed as
required. A few of the test results have been reproduced here, as proof of its
performance.
The tests were carried out in both the speed and the torque mode of the
dynamometer.
5.1 Test Results for the Speed Mode
In order to conduct this sequence of tests, the dynamometer was coupled to
an induction machine The test set-up is shown in figure 5.1 The dynamometer was
operated in its 'speed' mode, while the induction machine was left de-energised. The
speed mode of the dynamometer is used to simulate the operation of a motor (prime
mover) driving a generator under test. The following tests were then performed, by
executing the corresponding profiles.
In order to be able to see the variation of the speed with time, the speed signal
from the 'instrumentation' tachometer was fed to an oscilloscope, througha step
down voltage probe. The tachometer output, which is a linear function of the speed,
is a dc voltage. The tachometer controls were set to output a voltage of 1V dc (i.e.
1000 mV dc) at a speed of 1000 rpm.
5.1.1 Speed profile of a sine wave on a constant offset
Test 1: To provide a sine wave of amplitude 50 r/min, at a frequency of 1 Hz anda
mean speed of 600 r/min.Fig 5.15.1 Set-up used to conduct the tests.
The dynamometer was operated in its'speed' mode, and was programmed
with the following control law.
c(t) = 600 + 50*Sin(2*n*f * t) where f= 1 Hz.
Fig 5.2 shows the results of this test.
Test 2: To provide a sine wave of amplitude 50 r/min, at a frequency of 0 1 Hz and a
mean speed of 600 r/min.
The dynamometer was operated in its'speed' mode, and was programmed
with the following control law.
c(t) = 600 + 50*Sin(2*n*f * t) where f = 0.1 Hz.
The test results are shown in figure 5.345
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Fig 5.2 Sine profile following the control law c(t) = 600 + 50*Sin(2*7t* 1* t)
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Fig 5.3 Sine profile following the control law c(t) = 600 + 50*Sin(2*7c* 0.1* t)46
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Fig 5.4 Sine profile following the control law c(t) = 600 + 50*Sin(2*n*0.01* t)
Test 3: To provide a sine wave of amplitude 50 r/min, at a frequencyof 0.01 Hz and
a mean speed of 600 r/min.
The dynamometer was operated in its'speed' mode, and was programmed
with the following control law.
c(t) = 600 + 50*Sin(2*7c*f * t) where f= 0.01 Hz.
Figure 5.4 shows the results of the test.
5.1.2 User specified, speed profile #1.
Fig 5.5 shows the reference profile to be followed for this test.The test
extends over a period of 18 seconds, and involves a period of accelerationfrom an
initial steady state speed of 600 r/min to 675 r/min in 6 seconds, followed by aperiodr/min
675
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Fig 5.5 User Specified Speed Profile #1 (Commanded)
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Fig 5.6 Implementation of User Specified Speed Profile #1
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of constant speed (675 r/min for 8 seconds). The test is concluded, by decelerating
from a speed of 675 r/min to 600 r/min in 4 seconds. Fig 5.6 shows the results of the
test
Since the profile is rather difficult to model using a single polynomial, it was
found convenient to split the test interval into 3 sections of 6, 8 and 4 seconds, and
obtain separate control laws for each section by using the programs detailed in the
previous chapters.
The control law used to specify the speed profile is as follows:
c(t)= 600 + 2.083333*t2 (0 < t <= 6 s)
675 (6s <t<= 14 s)
600 + [75.14765854.024579*(t - 14) + 14.135083*(t-14)2
1.333182*(t - 14)3]
(14s < t <= 18s)
The following points were used to synthesise the polynomial for section 3 (14s < t <
18s).
(y, t) = { (14, 675),(14.669683, 645.625),(15.339367, 623.75),(16.226244,
611.25), (17.131222, 603.125),(18, 600) }
5.1.3 User specified, speed profile #2.
Fig 5.7 shows the reference profile to be followed for this test. The test
extends over a period of 32 seconds, and involves a period of acceleration from an
initial steady state speed of 1200 r/min to a maximum of 1350 r/min in 18 seconds.
This is then followed by a period of deceleration, back to 1200 rpm. While
accelerating and decelerating, the dynamometer follows the profile generated by the
following control function
c(t) 1200 + [17.903172*t0.550019*t2]
Fig 5.8 shows the results of the test.
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Fig 5.7 User Specified Speed Profile #2 (Commanded)
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5.1.4 Non-trignometric speed profile
The non-trignometric profile program, allows the user to specify the profile,
by marking the desired data points on the graph using a crosshair in place of the
mouse pointer. The program then automatically generates a polynomial function that
follows the specified curve.
In this test, the machine is required to follow a speed profile defined by the
following data points.(time, speed), upto a speed of 850 rpm, after which the speed is
to remain constant at 850 rpm.
1(0,0)(8.215962, 166.66)(18.309, 316.66)(34.507, 345.833)(50,
441.66)
(55.399,558.333)(64.319, 754.166)(76.7605, 845.833)(88.2629,
850)}
The control polynomial generated by the program is as follows.
x(t) = -2.159536 + 20.206205*t + 0.630343*t20.074085*t3 + 0.002011*t4
2.131207*10-5*t5 + 7.86*10-8*t6
Fig 5.9 shows the data points specified, and the reference profile generated
by the polynomial. Fig 5.10 shows the actual results of the test.1000
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Fig 5.10 Implementation of the 'nontrignometric' speed profile52
5.2 Test Results for the Torque Mode
The 'torque' mode of the dynamometer is meant to simulate the mechanical
loading of a motor that is being tested.
In order to conduct this sequence of tests, the dynamometer was coupled to
an induction machine.(Fig 5.1) . The induction machine was run as a motor, having a
synchronous speed of 1200 r/min. The induction motor was loaded by operating the
dynamometer in the "Torque" mode. The following tests were then performed, by
executing the corresponding profiles.
The torque transducer outputs an ac signal that is proportional to the torque
that it being applied by the dynamometer. This signal is conditioned, by passing it
through the "Eaton-Lebow Torque Transducer Conditioning module" which converts
it to a dc voltage. The calibration of the instrument is such as to obtain a dc voltage
of 0.01137 V(i.e. 11.37 mV dc) for an applied torque of 1 Nm.
In order to be able to see the variation of the torque with time, the output
signal from the transducer is fed to an oscilloscope, through a step down probe. After
passing through the step down probe of the oscilloscope (10:1 ratio), the voltage
input to the oscilloscope becomes 1.137 mV dc for every Nm of applied torque.
Using this conversion factor, the figures included in this section, may be interpreted
by assigning a value of 87.951 Nm to a voltage level of 100 mV dc seen on the
oscilloscope screen.
5.2.1 Torque profile of a ramp waveform
Fig 5.11 shows the reference profile to be followed for this test. The test
extends over a period of 12 seconds, during which time the load torque applied to the
induction machine is increased in a linear manner at a constant rate of 25 Nm/s, until
it reaches 300 Nm. The load torque is then maintained constant at 300 Nm. Fig 5.12
shows the results of the test.Nm
300
T(t) = 25 *t
0 12s
Fig 5.11 Reference profile for the applied torque (ramp function of time)
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Fig 5.12 Implementation of the torque profile T(t) = 25*t
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The control law used to implement the profile is given by:
T(t)= 25 * t while T < 300 Nm;
300 Nm otherwise
5.2.2 Torque profile of a waveform(square function of time)
Fig 5.13 shows the reference profile to be followed for this test. The profile is
a square function of time. The load torque increases according to the square law,
until it reaches a value of 300 Nm, after which it remains constant. Fig 5.14 shows
the results of the test. The control law used to implement the profile is given by:
T(t)= 1.5625 * t2
300 Nm
while T < 300 Nm;
otherwiseNm
300
T(t) = 1.5625 * t 2
0
13.85s
Fig 5.13 Reference profile for the applied torque (square function of time)
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Fig 5.14 Implementation of the torque profile T(t) = 1.5625*e
t
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6. Conclusions Comments and Recommendations for Future Work
6.1 Comments
After having completed the work on the conversion of the existing
dynamometer system to one that could support dynamic operation, it would be
instructive to review a few points of interest that have cropped up, during the
developmental stages of the project.
6.1.1 Points to be considered while specifying the profile
There are several points that must be kept in mind while specifying the
control law to be used in generating the required torque/speed profile. Paying close
attention to these details invariably results in the computer executing the desired
profile accurately.
1)If it is not essential that the profile pass through specific points, but only follow
the general shape of the curve, it is better to use the least complicated function
that will approximately follow that path, to define the control law. The loss in
accuracy by a few r/min or Nm will be vastly offset by the considerable savings
in computational time required to evaluate the more detailed but complicated
control law.
2) Sometimes it might be possible to split the profile into several sections, each of
which can be represented quite well, by simpler functions, instead of trying to
use 1 equation to represent the entire profile. An example of this is illustrated in
section 5.1.2.
3) If the use of the "non-trignometric profile program " cannot be avoided, (i.e. no
simpler function could be found to represent the profile) avoid using very high
orders of the polynomial fit to represent the data points. As the order of the
polynomial fit used increases, it causes the coefficients that are returned by the57
algorithm to have very small values(of the order of 1040 and smaller.) Since
these floating point numbers are stored within the computer using a limited fixed
number of bytes, there is a limit to the accuracy with which they can be internally
represented. It is quite possible that some part of the number is internally
truncated (within the computer). When this truncated number is used to evaluate
the control law, the results may be very different from those expected. This
problem is further compounded by the fact, that at large values of time, the
computer may be called upon to evaluate an expression involving t15 or more (for
a polynomial fit using a large order). In these cases too, even at moderate values
of time used, the results of the expression may be too large to be accurately
represented within the computer resulting in its truncation. This is another cause
of error in the generation of the profile values from the control law.
4) The slight use of judgement could result in simpler control expressions. For
example, if the program generates a polynomial fit, that has a constant term of
value 4.053,and the profile involves magnitude's of the order of 100's or
1000's, its omission will result in errors of only a fraction of a percent, which is
quite acceptable.(e.g. at a speed of 1000 r/min, an absolute error of 4.053 r/min
is 0.4% of the total, an acceptable value by thestandard expected for the
simulation of industrial loads.)
5) The algorithm used in the "non-trignometric profile program" is such that the
polynomial control law returned by it, will definitely pass through the data points
specified by the user. However this does not guarantee its proper behaviour in the
intervals between the data points. This rather defeats the purpose, since the data
points have been specified so that the control function will follow the general
trend traced out by these points.
While plotting the polynomial, itis only evaluated at the data points
specified, and it is not possible to observe its behaviour at intermediate points. It
is therefore essential to use a mathematical program like Mathcad or Matlab, to
confirm that the behaviour of the polynomial is as expected at intermediate
points.58
Consider the test specified in section 5.1.2 The profile to be followed is
reproduced for reference in figure 6.1. The program returned a polynomial that
matched the profile perfectly, when displayed on the user-interface, however
when the computer executed the profile, it showed an unwanted ve value in the
first 2 seconds, but then went on to execute the rest of the profile perfectly (Fig
6.2)
6.1.2 Acceleration and deceleration issues.
The converter has been designed and programmed so that the maximum
acceleration and deceleration that it can sustain is limited to a value of 300 r/min /s.
If thecontrol law c(t)issuch thatitrequiresa larger value of
acceleration/deceleration, to implement the profile, the dynamometer will not follow
the profile accurately. Instead it will use the maximum value of 300 r/min/s, while
ignoring the command from the computer.
6.1.3 Exiting the program gracefully
Most of the programs use an infinite loop to control the continuous
generation and output of the reference commands. Under normal circumstances, the
program would shut down in a proper manner. However the use of the function
ProcessSystemEvents(), ( to free the system resources such as the mouse, while the
program is executing), has the unfortunate side-effect that it causes an abrupt break
out from the corresponding code segment in the protected memory of the Windows
operating system. This is a necessary evil, and cannot be done away with if
Windows-95 is to be used as the operating system. It does not affect the converter in
any way, since the 'shutdown' routine is always called before the program exits.r/min
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Fig 6.2 Profile actually obtained due to unexpected behaviour of the control function60
6.2 Conclusion
The work done in this thesis has resulted in the conversion of the existing
static dynamometer system to a programmable dynamic one. The system can now
simulate a variety of dynamic speed and torque profiles, such as those obtained from
a ramp function, a generalised polynomial function, and a sine wave upon a constant
offset. In addition it also has the ability to accept a series of data points from the user
via a user- interface, and execute the resulting profile.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
With the resources and equipment available at hand, it is not possible to
improve further upon the present dynamic system. This is due, in a large part due to
the limitations of the converter. The converter firmware was not designed to allow
easy upgrades to a dynamic system, since its use in such a system was not
anticipated.
However if another converter were to be built from scratch, its performance
would be much improved over the present device, if it incorporated the following
features.
6.3.1 Hardware Considerations
The use of a parallel port to interface with the control computer would
dramatically increase the rate of throughput of the reference commands, since the
data bytes can be transferred at greater speed over 32 I/O lines, than over the single
line used in the serial port. It would however increase the complexity of the assembly
language programming required for the converter.61
6.3.2 Software Considerations
The advantage of the "Windows-95" operating system over DOS, is that it
dramatically improves upon the quality of the screen images, permitting the easy
implementation and programming of the user-interface. However the basic design of
Windows causes it to be very inflexible with regard to permitting access to the low-
level hardware within the computer. This presented a major problem in the present
application, since it severely affected the resolution of the time base used to generate
the profiles.
DOS, on the other hand is not hampered by these issues of internal hardware
access. In order to achieve timing resolution in windows that is comparable with
DOS, would require the programming and use of VxD's (virtual device drivers),
which are rather esoteric programming implements that are difficult to master within
a comparatively short time.
Most of the code for the programs was written and compiled using the
LabWindows/CVI 'C' compiler version 4.0.1. While the package is an excellentone
for graphical programming in the 'C' programming language, the present version
does not support multi-threading code implementation. This constrains the speed of
transmission of the reference commands to the converter, since the status-reporting
subroutine must operate in the time-slicing mode and share the use of the serial port,
thus slowing down the program.
However the newest version of LabWindowsCVI (5.0) does support multi-
threading. By making a few modifications to the program to place the status and
serial routines on separate threads, the speed of execution of the present system
could be doubled.62
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APPENDICES64
APPENDIX A : SERIAL COMMUNICATION ROUTINES
In order to simplify the task of programming the system, the program is
broken up into several levels. Fig A.1 shows the different levels of the program
The user interfaces are at the topmost level. The user interacts with the
system through the GUI's (Graphical User Interfaces) The GUI's display
information about the current status of the drive as well as accept commands and
parameters from the user.
These parameters are then passed to an underlying layer of code, which
manipulates the data using suitable mathematical routines, to generatean array of
values and commands, to be sent to the Kenetech Controller.
The control computer uses an RS-232C optical serial link to send messages to
the serial input port of the converter. The serial communication scheme used to
encode the data bytes, is different from those that are presently used in the industry.
Hence the need to develop a customised driver to communicate with it. The driver
acts like a black box which handles all the data transfers between the calling program
and the controller. In addition, it also interprets and decodes the information that is
passed back by the controller.
This appendix includes a listing of all the different functions that the driver
uses for its communication through the RS-232 serial port.
A.1 Sending a message to the converter
The function send_msg(unsigned char cmd, int parmid, int value) is entrusted
with the task of sending the data bytes to the converter, via the serialport. The
function accepts 3 formal parameters:
1) cmd: Command code
2) parmid: Parameter Identifier
3) Value: Value to be sent65
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These 3 parameters (3 bytes) parameters are embedded within a stream of
bytes (the header and trailer sequences) and the complete message is stored in a
message buffer. The function send_msg() then issues a call to the function put_str().
The function put_str() sends out the bytes contained in the message buffer to the
converter through the serial port. The process is carried out under interrupt control.
The serial port is set to operate with the following parameters.
Baud rate: 38400, Parity : None, Data bits: 8,Stop Bits: 1
i.e. (38400,N,8,1)
Once the bytes have been sent, the function get_response() is invoked. This
function is used to determine whether the message that was sent to the converter,
reached it without mishap. Fig A.2 shows a block diagram of the function
send msg()
send_msg (cmd, parmid, value)
Perform Byte Stuffing
to form the message
structure
put_str()
get_response()
End of Function
send_msg()
Send the message to
the serial port
Message received
correctly ?
Fig A.2 Block Diagram of the function send_msg()67
A.1.1 Communications Protocol
The following items represent the special bytes used in the communication
protocol.
<dle> Data Link Escape Ox 1 0
<stx> Start of Transmission 0x02
<etx> End of Transmission 0x03
<lrc> Check SumOxNN
The bytes to be sent to the converter are called the message bytes. The
message bytes are embedded within a data structure called a packet and the process
is called 'byte-stuffing'.
The structure of the packet is as follows
<dle> <stx><message bytes> <dle> <etx> <lrc >.
The sequence of bytes ,<dle> <stx> is called the header. The sequence <dle>
<etx> <Ire> is called the trailer. The packets may originate from the converter, or
from the control computer.
The ASCII character <dle>, is used to delimit the start of the header or trailer.
If in addition, the message bytes also include a <dle> character, as part of the
message, it is encoded as <dle><dle>, to prevent the possibility of any ambiguity
occurring.
In addition to marking the end of the packet, the trailer also contains
information that is used for error detection. This is achieved via the <lrc> byte in the
trailer, which is the XOR (exclusive OR) of all the message bytes before byte-
stuffing.68
A.1.2 Function send msg()
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues *7
/* Date: 29th January 1998 *7
/* File containing the function send_msg()
/********************************************************************************/
/*This function performs the byte stuffing /byte padding around the message byte before it can be sent
out to the Kenetech Controller/
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives*******************************************************/
#define MSGSIZE 180
#define DLE Ox10
#defme STX 0x02
#define ETX 0x03
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
int put_str(char*,int);
int get_response(unsigned char* ,int*);
/*****Global Variable Declarations ****************************************************/
/*none*/
/*****Function Definition************************************************************/
int send_msg(unsigned char cmd, int parmid, int value)
{
int rxerror;
int scu_rsp_cnt;
int chksum;
int val;
int i;
int stat;
unsigned char scu_msg_buffMSGSIZE];
unsigned char scursp_buf[MSGSIZE];
scu_msg_buf[0] = DLE ;scu_msg_buf[1] = STX ;
scu_msg_buf12] = 0;
scu_msg_buff3] = cmd;
/*Keep only the lowest order byte of the 4 byte int parmid*/
scu_msg_bufT4] = (parmid & Ox0OFF);
/*chksum: XOR of all bytes in the message before byte stuffing; Will enable checking of
individual bits limited to 1 change/bit position*/
chksum = cmd A parmid;
if(cmd == OxAO)
{
if(parmid == 0x03)
{ scu_msg_buf[5] = value;
chksum A= value;
i = 6;
}/*I_2*/
else
{ i = 5;
}/*E_2*/
}/*I_1*/
else
{ val = (value & OxFF00)>>8;
scu_msg_bufT5] = val;
chksum A= val;
i =6;
if (val == Ox 10)
{ scu_msg_buf[i++] = val;
}/*I_2*/
val = value & Ox0OFF;
scu_msg_bufli++] = val;
chksum A= val;
/*Command message*/
/*Mode command*/
/*Clear Fault Command*/
69if (val == Ox10)
{ scu_msg_bufli++] = val;
}/*I_2*/
}/*E_1*/
scu_msg_but[i++] = DLE;
scu_msg_bufli++] = ETX;
scu_msg_buf[i++] = (chksum & Ox0OFF);
rxerror = put_str( (char*) scu_msg_buf, i);
rxerror = get_response(scu_rsp_buf, &scu_rsp_cnt);
if(rxerror == 1)
{
if(scu_rsp_cnt != 2)
{ rxerror = -1;
}/*I_2*/
}/*I_1*/
return rxerror;
}/*End Function send_msg*/
A.1.3 Function put sir()
/*Bad response Count*/
70
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 30th January 1998 *1
/* File containing the function put_str() *1
/********************************************************************************/
/*This function handles the actual output of the message bytes to the serial port*/
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives*******************************************************/
#include <utility.h>
#include <rs232.h>
/*****Function Prototypes***********************************************************/71
int put_str(char*, int );
/*****Global Variable Declarations ****************************************************/
/*none*/
/*****Function Definition************************************************************/
int put_str(char* str, int len)
{
int i;
for(i=0;i < len;i++)
{ ComWrtByte (1, (str[i] & OxFF) );
}/*F_1*/
return 0;
}/*End_Fn put_str()*/
A.1.4 Function get response°
This function performs the task of decoding the packet sent by the converter
to the control computer. It extracts the message bytes, and places them in a
buffer(buffer[]), for interpretation by another function(if so desired). It also indicates
whether the message was received correctly
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 25th February 1998 *1
/* File containing the function get_response() *1
/*This function performs the byte stripping operation, to obtain the message byte. The function
returns an rxerror value of -2 if timeout occurs, -1 if a fault is present, and 1if the message was
received correctly*/
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives*******************************************************/
#include <userint.h>
#define MSGSIZE 180
#define DLE Ox10
#define STX 0x0272
#define ETX 0x03
/*****Function prototypes**********************************************************/
int get_char (unsigned char*);
/*****Function Definition***********************************************************/
int get_response(unsigned char *buffer, int *cnt)
{
unsigned char rxbyte;
unsigned char *scursp_ptr;
unsigned char scu_rsp_cks;
int rxerror = 0;
int rxstate = 1;
while (rxerror == 0)
{
if ( get_char(&rxbyte)O) / *Timeout occurred*/
{ return -2;
}/*I_2*//*If on program level 2*/
switch (rxstate)
{
case 1:/*Start of Packet*/
{
if(rxbyte == DLE)
{rxstate = 2;
}/*I_4*/
break;
}/*C_3*/
case 2:/*Got <DLE> expecting <STX>*/
{
if (rxbyte == STX)
{
*cnt = 0;
/*valid header*/scu_rsp_cks = 0;
scu_rsp_ptr = &buffer[0];
rxstate = 3;
}/*I_4*/
else /*invalid header*/
{ rxstate = -1; /*restart packet receive*/
}/*E_4*/
break;
}/*C_3*/
case 3:/*Expecting data bytes : <DLE> or <other byte> */
{
if (rxbyte == DLE) /*assume first <DLE> of 2*/
{ rxstate = 4;
}/*I_4*/
else if (*cnt < MSGSIZE) /*<other byte received> Store it*/
{
(*cnt)++;
*scu_rsp_ptr++ = rxbyte;
scu_rsp_cks A= rxbyte;
}/*EI_4*/
73
/*Else if at program level 4*/
else /*RX Buffer overflow, no place to store other byte*/
{
rxstate = 1;
rxerror = -1;
}/*E_4*/
break;
}/*C_3*/
/*abort function*/
case 4: /*Last byte was <DLE>, 2 <DLE's> = 1 DLE data char*/{
74
if(rxbyte == DLE)
{
if(*cnt < MSGSIZE) /*and place in RX buffer*/
{
(*cnt)++;
*scu_rsp_ptr++ = rxbyte;
scu_rsp_cks A= rxbyte;
rxstate = 3; /*Go back to receiving data bytes*/
}/*I_5*/
else/*no place in buffer*/
{ rxstate = 1;
rxerror = -1;
}/*E_5*/
}/*I_4*/
/*abort function*/
else if (rxbyte == ETX)/*<DLE><ETX> = end of data*/
{ rxstate = 5;
}/*EI_4*/
else /*Bad <DLE> sequence;abort packet reception */
{ rxstate = 1;
rxerror = -1;/*abort function*/
}/*E_4*/
break;
}/*C_3*/
case 5: /*Expecting <LRC>*/
{
if (rxbyte == scu_rsp_cks) /*Received full message*/
{
}/*I_4*/
rxstate = 1;
rxerror = 1;/*end function + indicate successful by
rxerror = 1*/75
else /*<LRC> was bad*/
{ rxstate = 1;
rxerror = -1;/*abort function*/
}/*E_4*/
break;
}/*C_3*/
default : /*Trap for illegal RX states*/
{ rxstate = 1;
rxerror = -1; /*abort function*/
break;
}/*C_3*/
}/*S_2*/
ProcessSystemEvents();/*So that the system does not lock up*/
}/*W_1*/
return rxerror;
}/*End function get_response()*/
A.1.5 Function get char°
The function get_char() is used to poll the serial port, and obtain any data
bytes sent to the control computer by the converter. The function monitors the serial
port, for a set time interval. If a data byte appears during this interval, the function
stores it in a buffer and exits. If a time-out occurs (i.e. no data bytes appear at the
serial port), the function returns a value of 0 to the calling function.76
7********************************************************************************7
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues
/* Date: 22nd February 1998
/* File containing the function get_char()
7********************************************************************************7
/* This function accesses the serial port of the computer, to obtain the byte sent by the Kenetech
Controller The Kenetech only sends ASCII values. Therefore all the bytes are positive and between 0
and 255. If ComRdByte()returns a -ye value, it is definitely a timeout*/
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives*******************************************************7
#include <rs232.h>
#include <utility.h>
#define RS232 TIMEOUT -99
/*****Function Prototypes, Global Variable Declarations **********************************/
int get_char(unsigned char* );
/ * * ** *Function Defmition***********************************************************7
int get_char(unsigned char* next char)
{
int j;
int status;
DisableBreakOnLibraryErrors 0;
for (j = 1; j <= 20; j++)
{
status = ComRdByte(1);/*If timeout occurred ComRdByte returns a negative value,
otherwise it returns the byte that it read*/
if (status != RS232_TIMEOUT)
{
}/*I_2*/
}/*F_I*/
break;/*If a byte was read, break out of the for loop, if not continue
polling 20 times*/
EnableBreakOnLibraryErrors();77
/*At this stage, either have a valid byte, or 20 timeouts occurred */
if (status == RS232_TIMEOUT)
{ return 0;/*Timeout occurred, no byte present at serial port*/
}/*I_1*/
else
*next char = status;
return 1;
}/*E_1 */
}/*End_function get_char()*/
A 2 Timer and Present Status Routines
The timer that is present in the userinterface file is programmed to
activate the function get_update() after every 0.5 seconds. The function get_update(),
is used to obtain and display, information concerning the present status of the
converter and the induction machine. The function sends a command to the
converter, by means of the send_msg() function. When it receives this command,
the converter sends back the present values of torque, speed, the active and the
reactive power being consumed. The function get_response() extracts the message
bytes from the packet that is received from the converter. In addition to containing
the numerical parameters, the message bytes, also include information about the
present status of the drive. This information is decoded by using a look-up table.
/********************************************************************************/
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues *1
/* Date: 24th February 1998 */
/* File containing the function get_update() *1
/********************************************************************************/
/*This funtion is called when a timer tick occurs*/
/*Gets current values of speed, torque, KW and KVar from the controller*/
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives*******************************************************/78
#include <ansi_c.h>
#include <utility.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "c:\Terence\Thesis\KenetechEmulator\tryout.h"
#define MSGSIZE 180
#define READ_PARM 9
/*****Global Variable Declarations***************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
char ibuffer1[512];
struct gcu_st{
short value; / *returned value for gcu state*/
char *str; /*Display string*/
} ;
/*gcu_state[] is a variable(actually an array of variables) of type struct gcu_st*/
struct gcu_st gcu_state[] = {
{-1,"Serial Comm Error"),
{0,"Self Test"),
{1,"Initialise"},
{3,"Idle"},
{4,"Precharge"},
{5,"Main Settling " },
(6,"Regulating"),
{7,"Gen Settling"),
{8,"Start Torque"),
{9,"Torque"},
{10,"Normal_VAR"},
(11,"Speed"),
{12,"Speed_VAR"},
{13,"Independent"},
{14,"Line Only"),
{15,"Line_VAR"),
{16,"Shutdown"},
{17,"Stopping Gen " },
{18,"Stopping Line"),{19,"Main opening"),
{20,"Fault"},
{33,"GCUl Bus Fault " },
{34,"DC Bus Precharge"},
{35,"DC Bus Limit"),
{36,"AC Fault"),
{37, "GCUI Overcurrent"},
(38,"GCUl Gate Fault"),
{39,"GCUg Overcurrent"},
(40,"GCUg Gate Fault"),
{41,"Comm Failure"),
{42,"Matrix Failure"),
{43, "Matrix OverTemp " },
{44,"Overload Trip"),
{45,"GCU Self Test " },
{46,"GCU State Failure"),
{47,"Manual Shutdown"),
{48,"Safety Switch"),
{49,"Tach error"),
{50,"Overspeed Error"),
(51,"AC Unbalance Fault"),
{ -2, "Fault "}
);
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/* * ** *Function prototypes***********************************************************/
int put_str(char*,int);
int get_response(unsigned char* ,int*);
int send_msg(unsigned char, int, int );
/*****Function Defmition************************************************************/
int get_update(void)
{
char readparm = {0x10,0x02,0,0x51,0x07,0x7A,0x10,0x03,0x2C,O} ;
unsigned char scu_rsp_buf[MSGSIZE];
int scu_rsp_cnt;
int rxerror;
int stat;80
int i;
int spl;
int spl_temp;
int Pl;
int P2;
int T;
extern int cur_statl;
extern int cur mode 1;
put_str(read_parm, READ_PARM);/*Send the relevant command to the converter, to display
the status information*/
/*Get the message bytes from the converter*/
rxerror = get_response(scu_rsp_buf, &scu_rsp_cnt); /*passing 2 pointers*/
/*Interpret the message bytes received from the converter*/
if (rxerror == 1)/*Received full message*/
{
if (scu_rsp_cnt >= 10)/*Message makes sense/valid*/
{
stat = (scursp_buf[2] << 8) + scu_rsp_buf[3];
/*Display GCU status if it has changed from last value/check*/
if ( (stat & Ox7F) != cur_statl )
{
for (i=1; gcu_state[i].value != -2; i++)
{
if ((stat & Ox7F) == gcu_stateavalue)
{ break;
}/*I_5*/
}/*F_4*/
if((gcu_statenvalue < 2)11(gcu_statenvalue > 32))
{
sprintf (ibufferl,"%s:%04x",gcu_statenstr,stat);
}/*I_4*/81
else
{
strcpy (ibufferl, gcu_state[i].str);
}/*E_4*/
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_MESSAGEBOX,ibuffer1);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_MESSAGEBOX,"\n");
/*ibufferl is a pointer to the 0th element of the unsigned char
array ibufferl[]*/
cur_statl = gcu_state[i].value;
/*Display Torque/Speed/kW/kVar values*/
if (cur_statl > 1)
{
T = (scu_rsp_buf[6] << 8) + scursp_buf17];
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_TORQUE, T);
P1 = (scu_rsp_buf[8] << 8) + scursp_buf[9];
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_POWERKW, P1);
spl_temp = (scu_rsp_buf[4] << 8) + scursp_buf[5];
spl = (int)(spl_temp/1.0471976);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_SPEED, spl);
P2 = (scu_rsp_buf[10] << 8) + scu_rsp_buf[ 1 1];
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_POWERKVAR, P2);
}/*I_3*/
/*Need to shut down sides ?*/
/*Note:global var cur_model has value 1 only when you input "I want to
stop" through menu*/
if ((cur stat 1 > 3) && (cur stat 1 < 16) && (cur_model == 1))
{
send_msg(0x60,11,0x03);
}/*I_3*/82
rxerror = -1;
}/*E_2*/
}/*I_1*/
/*scu_rsp_cnt < 10 :bad response count */
else /*Did not receive full message*/
{
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_MESSAGEBOX,"Serial Communication
Error!!! \n");
cur_statl = -1;/*Global variable*/
}/*E_1*/
return rxerror;
}/*EndFn get_update*/
A 3 Header files
The header file tryout_preproc.h contains the following information.
/*
/*
/*
Programmer Terence Rodrigues
Date: 30th January 1998
File containing the header file tryout_preproc.h
*1
*1
*7
/*This file contains the #defme's, function prototypes and global variables needed by the
program*/
#include <utility.h>
#include <rs232.h>
#include <ansi_c.h>
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
int put_str(char*,int);83
int get_response(unsigned char* ,int*);
int send_msg(unsigned char, int , int );
int get_char(unsigned char*);
int get_update(void);
/*****Global Variable Declarations***************************************************/
extern int cur_stat1;
extern int cur_model;
extern char ibufferl[512];84
APPENDIX B : User Interface Programs
This appendix contains the program listings of the functions that service the
respective user-interfaces, as well as the auxiliary functions.
B 1 Steady State Program
This program is used to implement a time invariant, torque or speed profile
The steady state program is made up of the following subprograms.
1)Steady_Startup.c
2) Steady_initialise.c
3) Steady_userint_functions.c
4) get_char.c
5) get_response.c
6) get_update.c
7) put_str.c
8) send_msg.c
9) steady.h
10) tryoutpreproc.h
11) steady.uir
B 1.1 Steady Startup.c
/********************************************************************************/
/* Programmer: Terence Rodrigues *1
/* Date:7th May 1998 *1
/*This is the start-up program for the steady state operation */
/*****Preprocessor Directives*******************************************************/85
#include <cvirte.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "steady.h"
/*****Global Variable Declarations ****************************************************/
int panelHandle;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
void initialise(void);
/*****Function Defmition************************************************************/
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
if (InitCVIRTE (0, argv, 0)0)/* needed if linking executable in external compiler;
harmless otherwise */
return (-1); /* out of memory */
if ((panelHandle = LoadPanel (0, "steady.uir", PANEL)) < 0) /*Load panel into memory*/
return -1;
initialise(); /*Perform initialisation routine*/
DisplayPanel (panelHandle);
RunUserInterface 0;
return 0;
}/*EndFn_main*/
B 1.2 Steady initialise.c
/* Programmer: Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 7th May 1998 *1
/* File containing the function initialise() *1
/*This file contains the function initialise(),It performs the initialisation routine for the converter*/
/*and sets up the serial port */
/*****preprocessor Directives********************************************************/86
#include "steady.h"
#include <userint.h>
#include <rs232.h>
/*****Global Variable Declarations
extern int panelHandle;
int cur_model;
int cur_statl;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
extern int send_msg(unsigned char, int , int );
void initialise(void);
/*****Function Defmition************************************************************/
void initialise (void)
{
extern int cur_model;
extern int cur_statl;
int def_pf = 100;
OpenComConfig (1, "coml", 38400, 0, 8, 1, 512, 512);
SetCTSMode (1, LWRS_HWHANDSHAKE_OFF); /*Disable hardware handshaking*/
SetComTime (1, 0.5);/*Timeout in 0.5 seconds*/
cur_mode 1 = 1;/*Stoppedildle*/
cur_stat 1 = -1;
/*Send clear message for all parameters*/
send_msg(0x60,13,0);
send_msg(0x60,15,def_pf);
return;
}/*EndFn_initialise*/87
B 1.3 Steady userintjunctions.c
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 11th May 1998 */
/* File containing the callback functions for the steady state user interface *1
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include <rs232.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "steady.h"
#include <ansi_c.h>
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
extern int get_update(void);
extern int send_msg(unsigned char, int , int );
/*****Function Definition************************************************************/
int Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern int cur model;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
cur model = 1; /*Idling*/
send_msg(0x60,19,0); /*Torque = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,17,0); /*Speed = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,11,3); /*Set to Idle*/
send_msg(0xA0,2,0); /*Take the drive off-line*/
CloseCom(1); /*Close COMI */
QuitUserInterface(0); /*This function MUST be within the if block.*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;88
}/*EndFn_Stop*/
int Present Status (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
get_update();
return 0;
}/*EndFn_PresentStatus*/
int SpdTorqueUnit (int panel,int control,int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal,int
eventData2)
{
int binary_switch_value;
if(event= =EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
if(binary_switch_value == 1)
SetCtr1Val(PANEL,PANEL_TEXTMSG,"Rpm");
SetCtr1Val(PANEL,PANEL_TEXTMSG_2,"Rpm");
}/*I_2*/
else
SetCtrlVal (PANEL,PANEL_TEXTMSG, "Nm ");
SetCtr1Val(PANEL,PANEL_TEXTMSG_2,"Nm");
}/*E_2*/
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_SpdTorqueUnit*/
/********************************************************************************/
intGetValueCallback (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int
eventData2)89
float ref val,max_val, multiplier;
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_1;/*SpeedTorqueParameter # I */
int ST_param_2;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #2*/
extern int cur_model;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_VALUE,&ref val);
GetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_MAXVALUE,&max_val);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
if( abs(ref val) >= abs(max_val) )
{
if(ref val < 0)
{ ref vat = - abs(max_val);
}/*I_3*/
else
{ ref val = abs(max_val);
}/*E_3*/
}/*I_2*/
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
{
ST_param_l = OxOB; /*Speed Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 17;
ref val*=10; /*Send value of 3000 to get 300 rpm*/
multiplier = 0.10471976;
}/*I_2*/
else
{
ST_param_l = 0x09;/*Torque Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 19;
/*No multiplier here for Torque ?*/
}/*E_2*/
cur_model = 2;/*Active mode, not idle*/
send_msg(0x60,11,ST_param_1);/*Command to put in speed/torque mode*/90
ref val *= multiplier; /*rpm to rad/s for speed */
send_msg(0x60,ST_param_2,ref val);/*Send ref val to converter*/
SetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_REFVAL,ref val/=(10*multiplier));
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_ GetValueCallback */
B 1.4 Steady.h
/********************************************************************************/
/* Programmer: Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 6th May 1998 */
/*****Header File ******************************************************************/
#include <userint.h>
#ifdefcplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
/***** panels and Controls: **********************************************************/
#define PANEL 1
#define PANEL_MESSAGEBOX 2
#define PANEL_TORQUE 3
#define PANEL_POWERKVAR 4
#define PANEL_POWERKW 5
#define PANEL_SPEED 6
#define PANEL VALUE 7/* callback function: GetValueCallback */
#define PANEL_BINARYSWITCH 8/* callback function: SpdTorqueUnit */
#define PANEL_STOPBUTTON 9/* callback function: Stop */
#define PANEL_MAXVALUE 10/* callback function: GetValueCallback */
#define PANEL REFVAL 11
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG 12
#define PANEL TIMER 13/* callback function: PresentStatus */
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_2 14
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_4 1591
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_5 16
#define PANEL_ DECORATION 17
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_7 18
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_6 19
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_3 20
/* * ** *Callback prototypes: **********************************************************/
int CVICALLBACK GetValueCallback(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int
eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK PresentStatus(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK SpdTorqueUnit(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, I
nt eventDatal, int eventData2);
B 2 Ramp Profile Program
This program is used to implement a torque or speed profile, in the shape of a
ramp.
The ramp profile program is made up of the following subprograms.
1) Ramp_Startup.c
2) Ramp _initialise.c
3) Ramp _userint_functions.c
4) pr_time.c
5) get_char.c
6) get_response.c
7) get_update.c
8) put_str.c
9) send_msg.c
10) ramp.h
11) tryoutj,reproc.h
12) ramp.uir92
B 2.1 Ramp Startup.c
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues *1
/* Date: 11th May 1998 *1
/********************************************************************************/
/*This is the start-up program for the ramp waveform operation */
/*****preprocessorDirectives********************************************************/
#include <cvirte.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "ramp.h"
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
int panelHandle;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
void initialise(void);
/*****Function Definition***********************************************************/
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
if (InitCVIRTE (0, argv, 0)0)
return (-1); /* out of memory */
if ((panelHandle = LoadPanel (0, "ramp.uir", PANEL)) < 0)
return -1;
initialise();
DisplayPanel (panelHandle);
RunUserInterface 0;
return 0;
}/*EndFn_main*/93
B 2.2 Ramp initialise.c
Same as A 1.2 Steady_initialise.c
B 2.3 Ramp userintjunctions.c
1*******************************************************************************1
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues
/* Date: 11th May 1998
/* File containing the callback functions for the ramp user interface
*1
*1
*1
1*******************************************************************************1
/*****preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include <rs232.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "ramp.h"
#include <ansi_c.h>
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
/*****Global Variable Declarations***************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
/*****Function Prototypes***********************************************************/
extern int get_update(void);
extern int send_msg(unsigned char, int , int );
extern float pr_time(void);
/******Function Definitions*********************************************************/
int StartFunction (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern int cur_model;
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_1;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #1*/
if(event == EVENT COMMIT){
94
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
{ ST_param_l = OxOB; /*Speed Mode*/
SetCtrIVal(panelHandle,PANEL_TEXTMSG,"rpm/s");
}/*I_2*/
else
{ ST_param_l = 0x09;/*Torque Mode*/
SetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_TEXTMSG,"Nm/s");
}/*E_2*/
cur model = 2;/*Active mode , not idle*/
send_msg(0x60,11,ST_param_1);/*Command to put in speed/torque mode*/
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_STARTBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_SLOPE, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_MAXVALUE, ATTR_DIMMED,0);
}/41_1 */
return 0;
} /*EndFn_StartFunction*/
int Run Machine (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
int stop;
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_2;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #2*/
float time zero;
float time_wrt_origin;
float slope ;/* rpm/sec */
float ref val;
float maxval;
float multiplier;
if(eventEVENT_COMMIT)95
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_SLOPE, &slope);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_MAXVALUE, &max_val);
SetCtrlAttribute(panelHandle,PANEL_RUNBUTTON,ATTR_DIMMED,1);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
{ /*Speed Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 17;
multiplier = 0.10471976;
max_val *= 10;/*Since to get 500 rpm, need to send a value of 5000*/
}/*I_2*/
else
{ /*Torque Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 19;
multiplier = 1;
}/*E_2*/
time_zero = pr_time();
stop = FALSE;
while(stop == FALSE)
{
time_wrt_origin = pr_time() - time_zero;
ref val = slope * time_wrt_origin;
ref vals=10)*To take into account the decimal point factor of 10,while
sending the value*/
/*Not that the time that you enter this function is not the time at which the
clock should be started, since it is still precharging. Should start time only
once it says speed mode*/
/*If ref val > max_val, send max_val i.e. ref val = max_val */
if( abs(ref val) >= abs(max_val) )
{
if(ref val < 0)
{ ref val = - abs(max_val);96
}/*I_4*/
else
{ ref vat = abs(max_val);
}/*E_4*/
stop = TRUE;
}/*I_3*/
ref val *= multiplier;/*To convert to rad/s if necessary*/
ProcessSystemEvents();
send_msg(0x60,ST_param_2,ref val); /*send ref val out*/
SetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_TIME,time_wrt_origin);
SetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_VALUE,ref val/=(10*multiplier) );
}/*W_2*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_RunMachine*/
1********************************************************************************/
int Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern int cur mode I;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
cur_mode 1 = 1; /*Idling*/
send_msg(0x60,19,0); /*Torque = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,1 7,0); /*Speed = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,11,3); /*Set to Idle*/
send_msg(OxA0,2,0); /* Take the drive off-line */
CloseCom(1); /*Close COM1*/
QuitUserinterface(0); /*This function MUST be within the if block.*/
}/*I_1*/97
return 0;
}/*EndFn_Stop*/
int Present Status (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
get_update();
return 0;
} /*EndFn_PresentStatus*/
/********************************************************************************/
int Check(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
/*This function ensures that the user has entered non-zero values for the slope and
max value fields*/
float maxval,slope;
GetCtrIVal(panelHandle,PANEL_MAXVALUE,&maxval);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle,PANEL_SLOPE, &slope);
if( (maxval != 0.0) && (slope != 0.0) )
{
SetCtrlAttribute(panelHandle,PANEL_RUNBUTTON,ATTR_DIMMED,0);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_SLOPE, ATTR_DIMMED,1);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_MAXVALUE, ATTR_DIMMED,1);
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_Check*/
B 2.4 pr time.c
/********************************************************************************/
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 17th April 1998 */
/********************************************************************************/98
/*This program contains the function pr_time which returns the present time in seconds(relative to
12:00 am)*/
/*****preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include <utility.h>
#include <ansi_c.h>
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
/*none*/
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
float pr_time(void);
/*****Function Definition***********************************************************/
float pr_time(void)
{
unsigned char lower[3] = {0,0,0};
int timer_ticks;
float time_sec;
ReadFromPhysicalMemory (1132, lower, 3);
/Read 3 bytes from memory, flat memory model with BIOS*/
/*0xD4350 = 0x50 + 0x4300 + OxD0000 ;;Left shift by n bits = multiply by 2An*/
timer_ticks = (65536*lower[2]) + (256*lower[1]) + lower[0];
time_sec = timer_ticks/(18.2064);
return time_sec;
}/*EndFn_pr_time*/
B 2.5 Ramp.h
/********************************************************************************1
/* Programmer: Terence Rodrigues
/* Date: 6th May 1998
/********************************************************************************/
* 1
* 1
/*****Header File ******************************************************************/#include <userint.h>
#ifdefcplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
/***** Panels and Controls: ********************************************************/
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
PANEL 1
PANEL_MESSAGEBOX 2
PANEL_TORQUE 3
PANEL_POWERKVAR 4
PANEL_POWERKW 5
PANEL_SPEED 6
PANEL_BINARYSWITCH
PANEL_STOPBUTTON
PANEL_STARTBUTTON
PANEL_SLOPE
PANEL_MAXVALUE
PANEL_RUNBUTTON
PANEL_TIME
PANEL_VALUE
PANEL_TIMER
PANEL_TEXTMSG_2
PANEL_TEXTMSG_3
PANEL_TEXTMSG_4
PANEL_TEXTMSG_5
PANEL TEXTMSG 6
PANEL_DECORATION
PANEL_TEXTMSG
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
/* callback function: Stop */
/* callback function: StartFunction */
/* callback function: Check */
/* callback function: Check */
/* callback function: RunMachine */
/* callback function: PresentStatus */
99
/ * * ** *Callback prototypes: **********************************************************/
int CVICALLBACK Check(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK PresentStatus(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK RunMachine(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);100
int CVICALLBACK StartFunction(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
#ifdefcplusplus
}
#endif
B 3 Polynomial Profile Program
This program is used to implement a torque or speed profile, based on the
polynomial specified by the user.
The polynomial profile program is made up of the following subprograms.
1) Poly_Startup.c
2) Poly_initialise.c
3) Poly_userint_functions.c
4) pr_time.c
5) get_char.c
6) get_response.c
7) get_update.c
8) put_str.c
9) send_msg.c
10) poly.h
11) tryout_preproc.h
12) poly.uir
B 3.1 Poly Startup.c
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues *1
/* Date: 11th May 1998 *1
/********************************************************************************/
/*This is the start-up program for the polynomial program */101
/*****preprocessorDirectives********************************************************/
#include <cvirte.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "poly.h"
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
int panelHandle;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
void initialise(void);
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
if (InitCVIRTE (0, argv, 0) == 0) return (-1); /* out of memory */
if ((panelHandle = LoadPanel (0, "poly.uir", PANEL)) < 0) return -1;
initialise();
DisplayPanel (panelHandle);
RunUserInterface 0;
return 0;
}/*EndFn_main*/
B 3.2 Poly initialise.c
Same as B1.2 Steady_initialise.c
B 3.3 Poly userintjunctions.c
1********************************************************************************1
It Programmer Terence Rodrigues
It Date: 11th May 1998
It File containing the callback functions for polynomial user interface
*1
*1
*1
1********************************************************************************1102
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include <rs232.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "poly.h"
#include <ansi_c.h>
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
/*****Function prototypest**********************************************************/
extern int get_update(void);
extern int send_msg(unsigned char, int , int );
extern float pr_time(void);
/****Function Definitiona************************************************************/
int StartFunction (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
extern int cur_model;
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_1;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #1*/
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
ST_param_l = OxOB; /*Speed Mode*/
}/*1_2*/
else
ST_param_l = 0x09;/*Torque Mode*/
}/*E_2*/
cur_model = 2;/*Active mode, notidle*/
send_msg(0x60,11,ST_param_1);/*Command to put in speed/torque mode*/
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
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_STARTBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED,1);
RUNBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
_MAXVALUE, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
_A6, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
_A5, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
_A4, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
_A3, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
A2, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
Al, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
A0, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_StartFunction*/
/********************************************************************************/
int Run Machine (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
int stop;
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_2;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #2*/
float time zero;
double t;/*Time wrt origin, double since pow() fn takes only double*/
float slope ;/* rpm/sec */
float ref val;
float max_val;
float multiplier;
float Coeff[7];
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
(
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_MAXVALUE, &max_val);
GetCtrlVal(panelHandle,PANEL_A0,&Coeff10]);/*Getcoefficientsof
polynomial*/
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_Al, &Coeff[1]);104
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_A2, &Coeff12]);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_A3, &Coeff13]);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_A4, &Coeff[4]);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_A5, &Coeff15]);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_A6, &Coeff[6]);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_
_RUNBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
_MAXVALUE, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
_A0,AO ATTRDIMMED, 1);
_A1, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
A2, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
A3, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
A4, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
A5, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
A6, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
{
}/*I_2*/
else
{
/*Speed Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 17;
multiplier = 0.10471976;
max_val *= 10;/*Since to get 500 rpm, need to send a value of 5000*/
/Torque Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 19;
multiplier = 1;
}/*E_2*/
time_zero = pr_time();
stop = FALSE;
while(stop == FALSE)
{
t = pr_time() - time_zero;105
ref val = Coefft 0] + Coeffi 1 1*(0 + Coeff[2]*pow(t,2) + Coeff[3]*pow(t,3)
+ Coeff[4]*pow(t,4) + Coeffl5] *pow(t,5) + Coeff[6]*pow(t,6) ;
ref val*=10;/*To take into account the decimal point factor of 10,while
sending the value*/
/*If ref val > max val, send max val i.e. ref val = max val */
if( abs(ref val) >= abs(max_val) )
{
if(ref val < 0)
{ ref val = - abs(max_val);
}/*I_3*/
else
{ ref val = abs(max_val);
}/*E_3*/
stop = TRUE;
1/9_2*i
ref val *= multiplier;/*To convert to rad/s if necessary*/
ProcessSystemEvents();
/*send ref val out*/
send_msg(0x60,ST_param_2,ref val);
SetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_TIME,t);
SetCtrIVal(panelHandle,PANEL_REFVAL,ref val/=(10*multiplier));
}/*W_2*/
}/9_1*/
return 0;
} /*EndFn_RunMachine*/
int Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)106
{
extern int cur_model;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
cur_model = 1; /*Idling*/
send_msg(0x60,19,0); /*Torque = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,17,0); /*Speed = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,11,3); /*Set to Idle*/
send_msg(OxA0,2,0); /* Take the drive off-line */
CloseCom(1); /*Close COM1*/
QuitUserinterface(0); /*This function MUST be within the if block.*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_Stop*/
/********************************************************************************/
int PresentStatus (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
get_updateO;
return 0;
}/*EndFn_PresentStatus*/
B 3.4 pr time.c
Same as B 2.4 pr_time.c
B 3.5 poly.h
7********************************************************************************7
/* Programmer: Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 6th May 1998 */
7********************************************************************************7
/*****Header File ******************************************************************7107
#include <userint.h>
#ifdefcplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
/* Panels and Controls: */
#define PANEL 1
#define PANEL_MESSAGEBOX 2
#define PANEL_TORQUE 3
#define PANEL_POWERKVAR 4
#define PANEL_POWERKW 5
#define PANEL_SPEED 6
#define PANEL_BINARYSWITCH 7
#define PANEL_STOPBUTTON 8/* callback function: Stop */
#define PANEL_STARTBUTTON 9/* callback function: StartFunction */
#define PANEL_MAXVALUE 10
#define PANEL RUNBUTTON 11/* callback function: RunMachine */
#define PANEL_A0 12
#define PANEL_A 1 13
#define PANEL A2 14
#define PANEL_A3 15
#define PANEL_A4 16
#define PANEL_A5 17
#define PANEL_A6 18
#define PANEL_REFVAL 19
#define PANEL_TIME 20
#define PANEL TIMER 21/* callback function: PresentStatus */
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_2 22
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG 23
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_3 24
#define PANEL TEXTMSG 4 25
#define PANEL TEXTMSG 5 26
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_6 27
#define PANEL DECORATION 28108
/* ** **Callback Prototypes: *********************************************************/
int CVICALLBACK PresentStatus(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK RunMachine(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK StartFunction(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData,
int eventDatal, int eventData2);
#ifdefcplusplus
}
#endif
B 4 Profile of a Sine wave on a DC offset
This program is used to implement a torque or speed profile, in the form of a
sine wave superimposed on a constant (DC) value.
The program is made up of the following subprograms.
1) Sine_DC_startup.c
2) Sine DC initialise.c
3) Sine DC userintfunctions 1.c
4) pr_time.c
5) get_char.c
6) get_response.c
7) get_update.c
8) put_str.c
9) send_msg.c
10) Sine_DC.h
11) tryoutpreproc.h
12) Sine_DC.uir109
B 4.1 Sine DC Startup.c
/********************************************************************************/
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues *7
/* Date: 11th May 1998
/********************************************************************************/
/*Startup program for the Sine_on_DC profile program*/
/ * * ** *PreprocessorDirectives********************************************************/
#include <cvirte.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "SINE DC.h"
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
int panelHandle;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
void initialise(void);
/*****Function Defmition************************************************************/
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
if (InitCVIRTE (0, argv, 0)0)
return (-1); /* out of memory */
if ((panelHandle = LoadPanel (0, "SINE_DC.uir", PANEL)) < 0)
return -1;
initialise();
DisplayPanel (panelHandle);
RunUserInterface 0;
return 0;
}/*EndFn_main*/
B 4.2 Sine DC initialise.c
Same as B1.2 Steady_initialise.c110
B 4.3 Sine DC userint_functions 1.c
7********************************************************************************7
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 11`x' May 1998 */
/* File containing the callback functions for the sine DC user interface*/
7********************************************************************************7
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives********************************************************7
#include <rs232.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "SINE DC.h"
#include <ansi_c.h>
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
/ * * ** *Function prototypes***********************************************************7
extern int get_update(void);
extern int send_msg(unsigned char, int , int );
extern float pr_time(void);
7****Function Definitions************************************************************7
int StartFunction (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
extern int cur model;
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_1;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #1*/
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtrIVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
ST_param_l = OxOB; /*Speed Mode*/
}/*I_2*/111
else
{ ST_param_l = 0x09;/*Torque Mode*/
}/*E_2*/
cur model = 2;/*Active mode , not idle*/
send_msg(0x60,11,ST_param_1);/*Command to put in speed/torque mode*/
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, ATTR_D1MMED, 1);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PAN EL_STARTBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_StartFunction*/
1********************************************************************************/
int Run Machine (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
int stop;
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_2;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #2*/
float dc_val ;
float amplitude;
float frequency;
float time_zero,time_wrt_origin, ref val;
float multiplier;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_DC, &dc_val);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL AMPLITUDE, &amplitude);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_FREQUENCY, &frequency);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)/*Speed Mode*/
{
ST_param_2 = 17;112
multiplier = 0.10471976;
/*Torque Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 19;
multiplier = 1;
}/*E_2*/
time_zero = pr_time();
stop = FALSE;
while(stop == FALSE)
{
time_wrt_origin = pr_time() - time_zero;
ref val = dc_val + amplitude*sin(2*3.1415*frequency*time_wrt_origin);
if( abs(ref val) >= abs(3600) )
{
if(ref val < 0)
ref val = - abs(3600);
}/*I_4*/
else
ref val = abs(3600);
}/*E_4*/
stop = TRUE;
}/*I_3*/
ref val*=10;/*To take into account the decimal point factor of 10,while
sending the value*/
ref val *= multiplier; /*To convert to rad/s if necessary*/
ProcessSystemEvents();
send_msg(0x60,ST_param_2,ref val); /*send ref val out*/113
SetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_TIME,time_wrt_origin);
SetCtrIVal(panelHandle,PANEL_VALUE,ref val/=(10*multiplier));
}/*W_2*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_RunMachine*/
int Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern int cur_mode I;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
cur_mode 1 = 1; /*Idling*/
send_msg(0x60,1 9,0); /*Torque = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,1 7,0); /*Speed = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,11,3); /*Set to Idle*/
send_msg(OxA0,2,0); /* Take the drive off-line */
CloseCom(1); /*Close COM1*/
QuitUserInterface(0); /*This function MUST be within the if block.*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_Stop*/
int PresentStatus (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
get_update();
return 0;
}/*EndFn_PresentStatus*/114
B 4.4 pr time.c
Same as B 2.4 pr_time.c
B 4.5 Sine DC .h
/* Programmer: Terence Rodrigues *1
/* Date: 6th May 1998 */
7* Header File */
/********************************************************************************/
#include <userint.h>
#ifdefcplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
/***** Panels and Controls: **********************************************************/
#define PANEL 1
#define PANEL_MESSAGEBOX 2
#define PANEL_TORQUE 3
#define PANEL_POWERKVAR 4
#define PANEL_POWERKW 5
#define PANEL_SPEED 6
#define PANEL_BINARYSWITCH 7
#define PANEL_STOPBUTTON 8/* callback function: Stop */
#define PANEL_STARTBUTTON 9/* callback function: StartFunction */
#define PANEL DC 10/* callback function: RunMachine */
#define PANEL_FREQUENCY 11/* callback function: RunMachine */
#define PANEL AMPLITUDE 12/* callback function: RunMachine */
#define PANEL_VALUE 13
#define PANEL_TIME 14
#define PANEL TIMER 15/* callback function: PresentStatus */
#define PANEL TEXTMSG 16
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_3 17115
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_6 18
#define PANEL_TEXTMSGS 19
#define PANEL_TEXTMSG_4 20
#define PANEL_ DECORATION 21
#define PANEL TEXTMSG 2 22
/***** Callback prototypes: **********************************************************/
int CVICALLBACK PresentStatus(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int
eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK RunMachine(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int
eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK StartFunction(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int
eventDatal, int eventData2);
int CVICALLBACK Stop(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int
eventDatal, int eventData2);
#ifdefcplusplus
#endif
B 5 User Specified Profile
This program is used to implement a torque or speed profile, that has been
entered by the user, via the graph on the screen.
The program is made up of the following subprograms.
1) Graph_trial_2_main.c
2) Graph_trial_2.c
3) Graph_trial_2_aux.c
4) Graph_trial_2_aux_one.c
5) initialise _file
6) Graph_userint_functions.c
7) pr_time.c
8) get_char.c116
9) get_response.c
10) get_update.c
11) put_str.c
12) send_msg.c
13) Analysis.h (Library file)
14) Graph_trial_2.h
15) tryout_preproc.h
16) Graph_trial_2.uir
B 5.1 Graph trial 2 main.c
7********************************************************************************7
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues
/* Date: 11th June 1998
/* File containing the main and quit functions of graph_trial_2.c
*7
*7
*7
7********************************************************************************7
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include <userint.h>
#include <utility.h>
#include "graph_trial_2.h"
#include "analysis.h"
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
int panelHandle;
int panelHandlel;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
void initialise(void);
7********************************************************************************7
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
if ((panelHandle = LoadPanel (0, "graph_trial_2.uir", PANEL)) < 0)
{return -1;)
Cls();117
Display Panel (panelHandle);
RunUserinterface 0;
if ((panelflandlel = LoadPanel (0, "status.uir", PANEL)) < 0)
{return -1;}
initialise();
DisplayPanel(panelHandlel);
RunUserInterface 0;
return 0;
}/*EndFn_main*/
B 5.2 Graph_trial 2.c
/********************************************************************************/
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues *1
/* Date: 28th April 1998 */
/* File containing the FirstPoint and GraphEvent functions of graph_trial_2.c *1
/********************************************************************************/
/*****Preprocessor Ddirectives*******************************************************/
#include <ansi_c.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include <utility.h>
#include <formatio.h>
#include "graph_trial_2.h"
#include "analysis.h"
define FALSE 0
#define TRUE 1
#define NO 0
#define YES 1
/*****Global Variable Declarations****************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
double XArray[20]; /*20 points max*/
double YArray[20]; /*20 points max*/
double Points[20][20]; /*remember last 20 trials, 20 points each trial*/118
double Coefficients[20][21]; /* 20th order = 21 coeff is the max allowed*/
int pt_cnt;
/*****Function Prototypes***********************************************************/
void displaycoeff(double*, int);
void UpdateCursor(void);
long int ComputeColour(int);
int FirstPoint(void);
/*****Function Defmition************************************************************/
int Graph Event (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern double XArray[];
extern double YArray[];
extern double Points[][20];/*Do not define the array again, otherwise duplicate array
defined*/
extern double Coefficients[][211;/*since 20th order is the max allowed*/
extern int num_of_points;
extern int pt_cnt;
int reset;
if(event == EVENT RIGHT CLICK)
{
pt_cnt++;
/*First Point*/
if(pt_cnt == 1)
{
reset = First Point();
if(reset == YES)
pt_cnt = 0;
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL NUMERIC, 1);
}/*I_3*/
return 1;
}/*I_2*//*Still filling points in the array, not yet done*/
if(pt_cnt<= num_of_points)
{
int j,order;
char mystringX[151;
char mystringY[15];
double x,y,ms_error;
j=pt_cnt- 1 ;
GettGraphCursor (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, 1, &x, &y);
XArray[j] = x;
YArray[j] = y;
PlotPoint(panelHandle,PANEL_GRAPH,XArray[j],YArray[j],
VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE,
VAL_RED);
PlotLine (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, )(Array [j - 1 ], YArray[j- 1],
XArray[j],YArray[j], VAL_RED);
Fmt(mystringX, "%s<%fin", XArray[j]);
Fmt(mystringY, "%s<%f\n", YArray[j]);
SetCtr1Val (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_X, mystringX);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_Y, mystringY);
SetCtrIVal(panelHandle,PANEL_NUMERIC,j+2);/*Point #*/
}/*I_2*/
/*Reached the limit, on num of points*/
if(pt_cnt > num_of_points)
{
}/*I_2*/
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH,
ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
_ORDER, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
CALCBUTTON,
ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
ERASEBUTTON,
ATTR_DIMMED,0);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute(panelHandle, PANEL_
SetCtrlAttribute(panelHandle,PANEL_
119}/*I_1*/
if(event == EVENTVAL_CHANGED)
Update Cursor(); /*update crosshair readouts on the GUI*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_GraphEvent*/
int FirstPoint(void)
{
int reset_pt_cnt;
double x,y;
extern double XArray[];
extern double YArray[];
char firstX[5];
char firstY[5];
GetGraphCursor (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, 1, &x, &y);
if( (x==0.0) && (y==0.0) )
{
XArray[0] = x;
YArray[0] = y;
PlotPoint(panelHandle,PANEL_GRAPH,XArray[0],YArray[0],
VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE,
VAL_RED);
Fmt(firstX, "%s<%f\n", 0.0);
Fmt(firstY, "%s<%f\n", 0.0);
SetCtr1Val (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_X, firstX);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_Y, firstY);
SetCtriVal(panelHandle,PANEL_NUMERIC,2);
reset_pt_cnt = NO;
}/*I_1*/
else
{
120121
MessagePopup ("Warning", "The first point must be (0,0) !");
reset_pt_cnt = YES;
}/*E_1*/
return reset_pt_cnt;
}/*EndEn_FirstPoint*/
B 5.3 Graph trial 2 aux.c
1********************************************************************************1
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues
/* Date: 28th May 1998
/* File containing the auxiliary functions that accompany graph_trial_2.c
/*****preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include "graph_trial_2.h"
#include "analysis.h"
#include <formatio.h>
#include <ansic.h>
#define NO 0
#define YES 1
/ * * ** *Variable Deciarations**********************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
int num_of_points;
int order;
int fit no ;/*Keeps track of how many fits have been executed so far. It retains its value, therefore can
be changed by other function located elsewhere*/
double C[21];/*Sufficient for 20th order fit*/
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
void displaycoeff(double*, int);
long int ComputeColour(int);
/*****FunctionDefinitions***********************************************************/
int CalculateFit(int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)122
extern double XArray[];
extern double YArray[];
extern double Points[][20];/*Do not define the array again, otherwise duplicate array
defined*/
extern double Coefficients[][21];/*since 20th order is the max allowed*/
extern int fit_no;
extern int num of _points;
extern int order;
long int colour;
int i,k,l, algorithm,n, status,choice,j;
double ms_error;
double H[20][21];/*20 points, upto 20th order i.e. 21 coeff*/
double *stdDev=0, *covar=0; /* define empty arrays, the function will ignore these
parameters. */
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
fit_no ++;
if(fit_no>20)
{ fit_no = fit_no%20;
}/*I_2*/
j=fit_no - 1;/*Array index*/
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_ORDER, &order);
k = order +l;
if (num_of_points <= order)
{
MessagePopup ("Warning", "The number of points specified should be
larger than the order!");
fit_no -- ;
return -1;
}/*I_2*/123
SetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_FITNUM,fit_no);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &choice);
if(choice == 0)/*PolyFit*/
{
Poly Fit (XArray, YArray, num_of_points, order, Points[j],Coefficients[j],
&ms_error);
displaycoeff(Coefficients[j], order+1);/*no of coeff = order +1*/
colour = ComputeColour(fitno);
PIotXY(panelHandle, PANEL_ GRAPH, XArray,Points[j],num_of_points,
VAL_DOUBLE,VAL_DOUBLE,VAL_THIN_LINE,
VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE,VAL_SOLID, 1, colour);
}/*I_2*/
else /*Gen LS Fit*/
{
n = num_of_points;
for(i=0;i<=(n- 1 );i++)/*Construct H Matrix*/
{
for(1=0 ;1<=order; I++)
{ H[i][1] = pow(XArray[i],l);
}/*F_4*/
}/*F_3*/
GetCtr1Val (panelHandle, PANEL ALGORITHM, &algorithm);
status = GenLSFit (H, n, k, YArray, stdDev, algorithm,
Points[j],Coefficients[j], covar, &ms_error);
displaycoeff(Coefficients[j], order+1);
colour = ComputeColour(fit_no);
PlotXY (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, XArray, Points[j],
num_of_points,VAL_DOUBLE,VALDOUBLE,
VALTHIN_LINE,VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE,VAL_SOLID, 1,
colour);
}/*E_2*/
SetCtrlAttribute(panelHandle,PANEL_ACCEPTBUTTON,ATTRDIMMED,0);124
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_CalculateFit*/
/*******************************************************************************/
int Start Again (int panel, int control, int event,void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern double XArray[];
extern double YArray[];
extern double Points[][20];
extern double Coefficients[][21];
extern int pt_cnt,fit_no,order;
int i,j;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
DeleteGraphPlot (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, -1,
VALIMMEDIATE_DRAW);
for(i=0;i<=19;i++)
{
XArray[i] = 0.0;
YArray[i] = 0.0;
for(j=0.,j<=19.j++)
Points[i][j] = 0.0;
}/*F_3*/
for(j=0;j<=20;j++)
Coefficients[i][j] = 0.0;
}/*F_3*/
}/*F_2*/
ResetTextBox (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_X, "");
ResetTextBox (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_Y, "");
ResetTextBox (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_COEFFICIENTS, "");SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL
125
_GRAPH, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
_ORDER, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
_BINARYSWITCH, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
_ALGORITHM, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
CALCBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
ERASEBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
ACCEPTBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
_NUMPOINTS, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
SetCtr1Val (panelHandle, PANEL NUMERIC, 1);
SetCtr1Val (panelHandle, PANEL_NUMPOINTS, 1);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_FITNUM, 1);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_ORDER,1 );
pt_cnt = 0;
fit no = 0;
order = 1;
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_StartAgain*/
int Accept(int panel, int control, int event,void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
int j;/*Array_index into Coefficient array*/
int k;
extern int order;
extern double C[];
extern double Coefficients[][21];
j=fit_no - 1;
for(k=0;k<= order;k++)
{126
C[k] = Coefficients[j][k];
}/*F_2*/
QuitUserinterface(0);
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_Accept*/
B 5.4 Graph_trial 2 aux one.c
/********************************************************************************/
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues
/* Date: 11th June 1998
/* File containing all the small functions for graph_trial_2_aux.c
/********************************************************************************/
/ * * ** *Preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include "graph_trial_2.h"
#include "analysis.h"
#include <formatio.h>
/ * ** *Variable Deciarationst*********************************************************1
extern int panelHandle;
/*****Function prototypes***********************************************************/
void UpdateCursor(void);
long int ComputeColour(int);
void displaycoeff(double*, int);
/*****Function Definitions***********************************************************/
int GetNum_of Points (int panel, int control, int event,void *callbackData, hit eventDatal, int
eventData2)
extern int num_ofpoints;127
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_NUMPOINTS, &num_of_points);
if(num_of_points < 1)
{
MessagePopup ("Graph","You must enter a minimum of 1 point!!");
}/*I_2*/
else if(num_of_points <= 20)
{
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_NUMPOINTS, ATTR_DIMMED,
1);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
{ MessagePopup ("Graph","The maximum number of points is limited to
20");
}/*E_2*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_GetNum_of Points*/
int EnableAlgorithm(int panel,intcontrol,int event,void *callbackData,int eventDatal,int
eventData2)
{
int value;
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtr1Val(panelHandle,PANEL_BINARYSWITCH,&value);
if(value == 1 ) / * LSFit*/
{
SetCtrlAttribute(panelHandle,PANEL_ALGORITHM,ATTR_DIMMED,0
);}/*I__2*/
else
(
128
SetCtrlAttribute(panelHandle,PANEL_ALGORITHM,ATTR_DIMMED,1
);
}/*E_2*/
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_EnableAlgorithm*/
/********************************************************************************/
int Set_AxisRange (int panel,intcontrol,int event,void *callbackData,int eventDatal,int
eventData2)
{
double ymax,ymin,xmax,xmin;
if(event == EVENT_COMMIT)/*Rescale Graph depending upon input values*/
{
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_YMAX, &ymax);
GetCtrIVal (panelHandle, PANEL_YMIN, &ymin);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_XMAX, &xmax);
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_XMIN, &xmin);
SetAxisScalingMode(panelHandle,PANEL_GRAPH,VAL_LEFT_YAXIS,
VAL_MANUAL, ymin, ymax);
SetAxisScalingMode (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, VAL_XAXIS,
VAL_MANUAL,xmin, xmax);
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
} / *EndFn Set AxisRange * /
/********************************************************************************/
int RestoreAxis (int panel, int control, int event,void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
if(event == EVENT_COMMIT)/*Restore original view of graph*/
{
SetAxisScalingMode(panelHandle,PANEL_GRAPH,VAL_LEFTYAXIS,
VAL_MANUAL, 0,1000);129
SetAxisScalingMode (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, VAL_XAXIS,
VAL_MANUAL, 0 ,100);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_XMIN, 0.0);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_XMAX, 100.0);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_YMIN, 0.0);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_YMAX, 1000.0);
}/*I_1*/
return 0;
} /*EndFn_RestoreAxis*/
void UpdateCursor(void)
{
double x,y;
GetGraphCursor (panelHandle,PANEL_GRAPH, 1, &x, &y);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_XVAL, x );
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_YVAL, y );
}/*EndFnUpdateCursor*/
void displaycoeff(double *coeff out, int num_display_elements)
int i;
char display[40];
ResetTextBox (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_COEFFICIENTS, "");
for(i=0;i<=(num_display_elements - 1);i++)
{ Fmt(display, "%s<%f\n", coeff out[i]);
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle, PANEL_TEXTBOX_COEFFICIENTS, display);
}/*F_1*/
return;
}/*EndFndisplaycoeff*/130
int EraseTraces(int panel, int control, int event,void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
int j;
extern int num_of_points;
extern double XArray[];
extern double YArray[];
DeleteGraphPlot (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, -1, VAL_IMMEDIATE_DRAW);
PlotPoint (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, 0.0, 0.0, VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE, VAL_RED);
for(j=1 ;j<=(num_of_points- 1);j++)
{
PlotPoint(panelHandle,PANEL_GRAPH,XArray[j],YArray[j],
VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE, VAL_RED);
PlotLine (panelHandle, PANEL_GRAPH, XArray[j-1], YArray[j-1],XArray[j],
YArray[j], VAL_RED);
}/*F_1*/
return 1;
}/*EndFn_EraseTraces*/
long int ComputeColour(int x)
{
long int colour;
if(x>8)
{
x =(x % 8);
}/*I_1*/
switch(x)
{
case 1:
{
colour = VAL RED;131
break;
}/*C_2*/
case 2:
{
colour = VAL_WHITE;
break;
}/*C_2*/
case 3:
{
colour = VAL_BLACK ;
break;
}/*C_2*/
case 4:
{
colour = VAL_YELLOW ;
break;
}/*C_2*/
case 5:
{
colour = VAL BLUE;
break;
}/*C_2*/
case 6:
{
colour = VAL_DK_GREEN;
break;
}/*C_2*/
case 7:
{
colour = VALDKCYAN;
break;
}/*C_2*/132
case 8:
{
colour = VAL_MAGENTA ;
break;
}/*C_2*/
}/*S_1*/
return colour;
} /*EndFn_ComputeColour*/
B 5.5 Initialisefile.c
/* Programmer Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 12th June 1998 *1
/*File containing the function initialise() which performs the initialisation routine for the converter */
/*****preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include "status.h"
#include <userint.h>
#include <rs232.h>
#include <utility.h>
/*****Global Variable declarations****************************************************/
extern int panelHandle;
int cur_model;
int cur_statl;
/******Function prototypes**********************************************************/
extern int send_msg(unsigned char, int,int );
void initialise(void);
/*****Function Definition***********************************************************/
void initialise (void)
{
extern int cur_model;/*Look for defn elsewhere,(outside the present scope )*/133
extern int cur_statl ;/*not within the scope of this fn,in this case outside this function*/
int def_pf = 100;
Cis();
OpenComConfig (1, "coml", 38400, 0, 8, 1, 512, 512);
SetCTSMode (1, LWRS_HWHANDSHAKE_OFF); /*Disable hardware handshaking*/
SetComTime (1, 0.5);/*Timeout in 0.5 seconds*/
cur model = 1;/*StoppedlIdle*/
cur_statl = -1;
/*Send clear message for all parameters*/
send_msg(0x60,13,0);
send_msg(0x60,15,def_pf);
return;
} /*EndFn_initialise*/
B 5.6 Graph_userintjunctions.c
* Programmer Terence Rodrigues */
/* Date: 12th June 1998 *1
/* File containing the callback functions for the graph user interface */
/********************************************************************************/
/*****preprocessor Directives********************************************************/
#include <rs232.h>
#include <formatio.h>
#include <userint.h>
#include "status.h"
#include <ansic.h>
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
/*****Global Variable Declarations***************************************************/
extern int panelHandlel;134
/*****Function Prototypes***********************************************************/
extern int get_update(void);
extern int send msg(unsigned char, int , int );
extern float pr_time(void);
void displaycoeff 1(double *coeff out, int num_display_elements);
/****Function Definitions***********************************************************/
int StartFunction (int panel, int control, int event, void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
extern int cur_model;
extern int order;
extern double C[];
int binary_switch_value;
int ST_param_1;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #1*/
if(event == EVENT COMMIT)
{
GetCtr1Val (panelHandlel, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
ST_param_l = OxOB; /*Speed Mode*/
}/*I_2*/
else
ST_param_l = 0x09;/*Torque Mode*/
}/*E_2*/
send_msg(0x60,11,ST_param_1);/*Command to put in speed/torque mode*/
cur_model = 2;/*Active mode, notidle*/
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandlel, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, ATTR_DIMMED,
1);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandlel, PANEL_RUNBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandlel, PANEL_MAXVALUE, ATTR_DIMMED, 0);135
SetCtrlVal (panelHandlel, PANEL_MAXVALUE, 1000.0);
displaycoeff 1(C, order+1);
1/*I_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_StartFunction*/
int RunMachine (int panel, int control, int event,void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern int order;
int stop,binary_switch_value,i;
int ST_param_2;/*SpeedTorqueParameter #2*/
float time zero;
float ref vat = 0.0;
float max_val;
float multiplier;
double t = 0.0;/*Time wrt origin, double since pow() fn takes only double*/
extern double CO;
if(event == EVENT_COMMIT)
{
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle1, PANEL_BINARYSWITCH, &binary_switch_value);
GetCtr1Val (panelHandlel, PANEL_MAXVALUE, &max_val);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandlel, PANEL_MAXVALUE, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
SetCtrlAttribute (panelHandlel, PANEL_RUNBUTTON, ATTR_DIMMED, 1);
if (binary_switch_value == 1)
{ /*Speed Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 17;
multiplier = 0.10471976;
max_val *= 10;/*Since to get 500 rpm, need to send a value of 5000*/136
/*Torque Mode*/
ST_param_2 = 19;
multiplier = 1;
}/*E_2*/
time_zero = pr_time();
stop = FALSE;
while( stop == FALSE )
{
t = pr_time() - time_zero;
ref vat = 0.0;/*Very important*/
for(i=0;i<=order;i++)
ref val += C[i] *pow(t,i);
}/*F_3*/
ref val*=10;/*To take into account the decimal point factor of 10 while
sending the value*/
/*Value within safe limits ? If ref val > max_val, send max_val, and stop
*1
if( abs(ref val) >= abs(max_val) )
if(ref val < 0)
ref vat = - abs(max_val);
}/*I_3*/
else
ref vat = abs(maxval);
}/*E3*/
stop = TRUE;
}/*I_2*/137
ProcessSystemEvents();
ref val *= multiplier;/*To convert to rad/s if necessary*/
/*send ref val out*/
send_msg(0x60,ST_param_2,ref val);
SetCtrIVal (panelHandlel, PANEL_PRESENTTIME, t);
SetCtr1Val (panelHandlel, PANEL_SENTVALUE,
ref val/=(10*multiplier) );
printf("%f\t%f\n",t,ref val/=(10*multiplier) );
}/*W2*/ /*Stop when you hit the max allowed value*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_RunMachine*/
/********************************************************************************/
int Stop(int panel, int control, int event,void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
extern int cur model;
if(event == EVENT_COMMIT)
{
cur_mode 1 = 1; /*Idling*/
send_msg(0x60,1 9,0); /*Torque = 0*/
send_msg(0x60,17,0); /*Speed = 0*/
send_msg(0x60, 1 1,3); /*Set to Idle*/
send_msg(OxA0,2,0); /* Take the drive off-line */
CloseCom(1); /*Close COM1*/
QuitUserInterface(0); /*This function MUST be within the if block.*/
1/4_1*/
return 0;
}/*EndFn_Stop*/int Present Status (int panel, int control, int event,
void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2)
{
get_updateO;
return 0;
}
138
/********************************************************************************/
void displaycoeff 1(double *coeff out, int num_display_elements)
{
int i;
char display[40];
ResetTextBox (panelHandle 1, PANEL_COEFFBOX, "");
for(i=0;i<=(num_display_elements - I);i++)
{ Fmt(display, "%s<%f\n", coeff out[i]);
SetCtrIVal (panelHandlel, PANEL_COEFFBOX, display);
}/*F_1*/
return;
} /*EndFn_displaycoeff*/